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CAL POLY ALUMNI KEY U.S. TRACK VICTORIES

CAL POLY ALUMNI played significant roles in U.S. national and American track team victories in Paris and Athens recently.

Steve Simmons (EDUC '72), a veteran national and U.S. Olympic track coach, was tapped to coach the U.S. men's team for the DecaNation track meet in Paris on Aug. 26. The team, which included 100-meter runner Kaaron Conwright (ENGL '05) and pole vaulter Jonathan Takahashi (ENGR '04), won the event, defeating Germany, Spain, France, the Ukraine, Russia and Poland.

It was the second postgraduate international meet for Takahashi, a former All-American who now works for Science Applications International Corp. in San Diego.

Conwright, an All-American in the 100 meters in 1999 and 2000, currently runs professionally with the HSI Club, and has competed as part of five U.S. teams at international track meets.

An Olympic contender, Conwright went on to run for the American men's team at the international World Cup track championships, held Sept. 16 in Athens. He was part of the men's 400-meter relay squad, which won its event with the fifth-fastest time in team history, according to Simmons.

Simmons, currently the vice president of Accusplit Sports Timing in Pleasanton was the Mustang men's track coach from 1971-75. He went on to serve as team leader of the 1992 U.S. Olympic track and field team, and was assistant manager on the 1980 and 1984 Olympic teams. He still serves as a consulting coach to U.S. track teams and has coached 13 U.S. national track teams. Simmons is a member of the Cal Poly Athletics Hall of Fame.

NEW CHAPTER FOR KENNEDY LIBRARY

MICHAEL D. MILLER will likely change your image of the stereotypical librarian. Ask Cal Poly's new dean of library services who his favorite author is, and he may just name a movie director.

Although Miller admits he reads every day, the veteran librarian is a man of many mediums. He's got big plans for Kennedy Library - changes principally motivated by the head-spinning evolution of learning technology.

The dawn of the digital age is greatly altering the role of the library and challenging librarians with a whole new class of student.

MILLER’S GOAL FOR KENNEDY LIBRARY IS FAIRLY SIMPLE: PROVIDE EXCELLENT SERVICE BEYOND THE WALLS OF THE BUILDING.

“Digital immigrants” are serving the needs of “digital natives,” says Miller, citing author Marc Prensky's terms for older people who have had to adjust to rapid technological advances and students who have literally come of age in a digital world.

“The concept that most information isn’t on a shelf anymore is a given to many university students and a relatively novel concept for many administrators,” Miller explains.

Despite the complexity and high cost of digital library tools, Miller’s goal for Kennedy Library is fairly simple: Provide excellent service beyond the walls of the building.

Since Miller’s arrival at Cal Poly in August from the University of Michigan, he and his team have polished and expanded the digital services available to students and faculty, including a new user-friendly Web site offering round-the-clock chats with librarians.

Students may not have to leave their dorm rooms to do research anymore, but that hasn’t changed Miller’s other goals for Kennedy Library. How does Kennedy Koffee Shop sound?

Kennedy Library’s new Web site is at www.lib.calpoly.edu.
BATAILLE NAMED UNT PRESIDENT

GRETCHE M. BATAILLE (ENGL '66, EDU '67) has been named president of the University of North Texas. Since 2000, she has served as the chief academic officer of the 16-campus University of North Carolina system. In 2005-06 she served as interim chancellor of UNC's North Carolina School of the Arts.

Bataille is a tenured professor of English at UNC-Chapel Hill. Her leadership posts include provost and academic vice president at Washington State University and provost of the College of Letters and Science at the University of California at Santa Barbara. She chaired the Iowa Civil Rights Commission and helped create the American Indian Institute at ASU, where she also chaired the President's Committee for Assessment for Quality and Diversity. Bataille currently serves as the vice chair and a trustee of the College Board.

CAL POLY PROFESSOR PENS SEVENTH BOOK IN SERIES

CAL POLY MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Professor Gloria Velasquez has published "Tyrone's Betrayal," her seventh novel. The new book is part of the Roosevelt High School series, which focuses on a group of multiracial teenagers confronted with a variety of social and cultural issues.

Velasquez is an award-winning poet, fiction writer and singer-songwriter. She came to Cal Poly in 1985, after earning a Ph.D. from Stanford University in Latin American and Chicano literatures.

CAL POLY PLAYS MATCHMAKER

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN? If so, think about joining the hundreds of Cal Poly parents and alumni who make their personal contribution to the program of their choice, and then have that gift augmented through their employer’s matching-gift program.

Companies such as Lockheed Martin, Ernst & Young, and Wells Fargo contribute thousands of dollars in matching funds every year. Many smaller companies also match employee gifts to the university.

“The matching-gift program is a no-brainer. It takes a few minutes of my time, and the school and company do the rest,” said Mark Crowley, a regular program participant whose son, Thomas, is a biochemistry major.

For more information, go to www.giving.calpoly.edu/matching. If you need help or have any questions, contact Linda Stark at (805) 756-2713.

CAL POLY SWE TOPS AGAIN

FOR THE FIFTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR, Cal Poly’s chapter of the Society of Women Engineers (SWE) is tops in the nation. The group was named Best Student Chapter for “large” universities at the SWE National Convention in Kansas City on October 14.

“This is a remarkable achievement for our students and a great recognition for Cal Poly,” says College of Engineering Dean Mohammad Noori. “We are proud of them.”

Cal Poly, which finished ahead of second-place Colorado School of Mines and third-place Cornell University in the Best Student Chapter competition, received other awards at the convention, including:

- Membership Program Award for Large Collegiate Section
- Best Collegiate Membership Recruitment Campaign
- Collegiate Upgrade Award
- Best Collegiate Section Web site
- Boeing Multicultural Program Award
- Best Region Collegiate Newsletter Award (Region B)

In addition, Cal Poly’s SWE Team Tech, which worked with Northrop Grumman on the design for a jet engine inspection system, finished second to Emory Riddle University.

“Our SWE members continue to do amazing things,” says Helene Finger, who directs Cal Poly’s Women’s Engineering Program. “The amount of work our students put into the club is phenomenal, and it’s wonderful to receive national recognition.”
HOURS OF ADRENALIN

CAL POLY'S ANDREW KEAN is rapidly making a name for himself as a mountain biker.

The assistant professor of mechanical engineering won the beginner class/age 30-35 event to earn national champion honors at the Infineon Cougar Mountain Classic, held in Sonoma last July. Kean completed the 16-mile race in one hour, 24 minutes.

Two months earlier, he and four other mechanical engineering professors competed as a team in the 24 Hours of Adrenalin, which takes place each May at Laguna Seca Raceway outside Monterey. The group finished sixth in its category (five-person, co-ed).

"It was basically a relay, so one of us was riding at all times for 24 hours straight. At night we used lights to see the trails," said Kean, adding that the team collectively climbed some 50,000 feet over the course of the race. "We hope to spur a little competition among faculty on campus, or even between universities." □

IN MEMORIAM

R.L. GRAVES JR., a founding instructor of the School of Architecture at Cal Poly who inspired many over the course of almost 40 years at the university, passed away July 11 at age 83.

Born May 12, 1923, in Baltimore, Md., Graves enlisted in the Navy at age 17 and served with the Seabees during World War II in the South Pacific.

Graves then attended the University of Kansas in Lawrence, where he met and married his wife, Dorothy, and earned a bachelor's degree in architecture. He continued his education, earning a master's degree in architecture and urban design from Cranbrook Academy in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, where he studied under Eliel Saarinen. He went on to teach in the architecture departments at Washington State University in Pullman; Auburn University in Auburn, Ala.; and the University of Florida in Gainesville. He was also in private practice in Kansas City, Mo.

In 1951, Graves and his wife moved to San Luis Obispo, where he became one of the original instructors at the Cal Poly School of Architecture.

In 1961, Graves was elected to the San Luis Obispo City Council. During his four years on the council he was instrumental in initiating the Downtown Tree Program, which provided the city with the trees that currently exist throughout the downtown core. He also garnered early planning and community support for the closure of Monterey Street in front of the Mission, leading to the creation of Mission Plaza.

In lieu of flowers, the family has established an endowment in Graves' honor. Those wishing to join the family in contributing to this fund may do so by sending donations to the "R.L. Graves Jr. Architecture Endowment," c/o College of Architecture and Environmental Design, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407-0280. □
CAL POLY TURNED ITS ATTENTION to the challenge of meeting global energy needs at this year's Baker Forum in May.

Titled "Achieving Sustainable Solutions to the Global Energy and Environmental Challenge," the event brought together leaders from education, industry and government to discuss and define the problems likely to stem from the inevitable transition to a "post-oil" world.

The forum's focal point was a keynote address by David Goodstein, vice provost and a professor of physics and applied physics at Caltech, on trends in petroleum supply and demand, the environmental impact of continued reliance upon petroleum sources of energy, and potential technological solutions. (See next page)

Goodstein, author of "Out of Gas: The End of the Age of Oil," was presented with the 2006 Wiley Lifetime Achievement Award for his work in the areas of education, research and public policy. Established in 2002 with support from John Wiley & Sons Inc. and bestowed at each Baker Forum, the award recognizes individuals whose work exemplifies extraordinary leadership and lasting contributions to American higher education and public life.

"Through his path-breaking research, David Goodstein has helped answer fundamental questions about the universe. Through his teaching, he has made physical principles accessible to generations of Caltech students and the wider public. Through his writings and public service, he has also helped focus our attention on critical public policy issues," said Cal Poly President Warren J. Baker.

The forum also featured panel presentations by several additional speakers and group discussions. Participants identified options for Cal Poly (and other polytechnic and science and technology universities) to respond to the world's emerging energy challenges in partnership with business and government.

Administrators say the campus is in the early stages of applying some of what emerged at the forum to specific curriculum and research initiatives, potentially in collaboration with partners in education, industry and government. In addition, forum proceedings will be disseminated to a wide group of state and national leaders.

Cal Poly's environmental efforts extend far beyond policy discussions and keynote addresses, however. As you'll read on the following pages, the campus is pursuing an abundance of environmentally conscious initiatives. □
GOODSTEIN:
A CIVILIZATION IN PERIL

DAVID GOODSTEIN, CAL TECH PHYSICIST and author of "Out of Gas: The End of the Age of Oil," shared stark predictions about the global energy situation, as he addressed the 2006 Baker forum at Cal Poly.

Characterizing as "myth" the view that the marketplace will magically produce adequate alternatives when the global oil supply is exhausted later this century, he also explained that most of the alternative energy supplies known today have serious drawbacks.

As currently constituted, the alternatives are unlikely to be able to meet the enormous energy needs of the world’s growing population. "Fusion and shale oil are the fuels of the future, and they always will be," he quipped.

Hydroelectric power has been built to full capacity, coal is an environmentally dirty fuel that will worsen the greenhouse effect, and wind is too undependable. "We may inherit the wind but we’ll never live on it," he said.

Discussing transportation, he cited Amory Lovin's ideas about "feebates" and rebates to tax energy guzzlers and subsidize fuel-efficient modes, but, as with advanced batteries, hydrogen-powered alternatives, he fears we "understand the principle but lack the will."

Goodstein, himself the owner of a Toyota Prius hybrid vehicle, issued this dire warning: "Civilization as we know it will come to an end sometime in this century, when the fuel runs out," if we don't mobilize quickly and massively to develop global solutions.

The only real hope lies with solar and nuclear energy sources, he concluded – adding in a rare indulgence of optimism, "But we are good with technological fixes."
A CAMPUS TURNING GREEN

ASK MARK HUNTER (CM '87) to expound on the ways in which Cal Poly is working to curb its energy consumption and otherwise lessen the environmental impact of campus operations, and you're likely to get a dispassionate recitation of facts relating to various programs and initiatives.

Don't mistake his calm demeanor for indifference, though. In point of fact, Hunter is a driven environmentalist, particularly where facilities and operations at Cal Poly are concerned, and he's got a record of achievement to prove it.

Hunter, who directs Facility Services at the university, has overseen numerous initiatives as part of a sustainability and conservation program that he developed with his staff of about 150. The efforts include retrofitted lighting, upgraded heating and cooling systems, and room-occupancy sensors.

"We're very excited about instilling an interest in and a commitment to sustainability on campus," he says. "And we're especially excited about the campus moving toward renewable energy."

On the latter front, Cal Poly's Engineering West Building has a new solar roof, thanks to The California State University and SunEdison. Cal Poly is one of three CSU campuses, along with Dominguez Hills and Chico, participating in a system-wide pilot program administered by the Chancellor's Office and the Department of General Services.

The program is intended to lower energy costs, promote renewable energy use, and make CSU campuses more environmentally friendly. Engineering West was selected, in part, because its roof was already scheduled for replacement.

As part of a third-party power purchase agreement, contractor SunEdison built and will own, operate and maintain the system. The firm will also pay for costs associated with liability and system performance. Cal Poly will bear no expense and under the agreed rate structure can expect modest cost savings over 20 years.

"It's our first foray into solar energy on campus, but I expect it won't be our last," says Hunter, who estimates the panels will supply about 1 percent of the campus's electricity needs.

In fact, Cal Poly has reduced its energy usage by 15 percent over the last five years, and recently received awards from the California Higher Education Energy Partnership for its efforts in the areas of load management, retrofitting heating and cooling systems, and student energy conservation. The university also has contracted with Chevron Energy Solutions to help identify where further improvements can be made.

ELSEWHERE, THE CAMPUS HAS:

- Initiated a program to recycle campus construction waste (the campus exceeds the state-mandated requirement to recycle 50 percent of its waste flow)
- Instituted a biomass tub for converting food-related waste to mulch and compost
- Fitted 15 percent of the Facilities Services fleet to run on alternative fuels
- Installed waterless urinals and low-flow toilets
- Begun using environmentally friendly cleaning materials

"The benefits of using natural resources efficiently are pretty obvious at this point. We've made some significant progress toward that end on campus, but there's still plenty more to do. Facilities Services is more than up to the challenge," says Hunter.

Cal Poly Facility Services, together with Facilities Planning & Capital Projects, and in cooperation with the Sustainability Advisory Committee, has published the "Biennial Progress Report 2006: Sustainability at Cal Poly," which contains information about energy use, transportation, water resources, solid waste and recycling, and land use.

"The report not only highlights some of the great work done by Hunter's folks, but also shows how sustainability is a growing concern throughout the campus," says Mike Multari, a Cal Poly planner and sustainability coordinator who helped prepare the document.

"For example, efforts are under way to reduce automobile use and to promote alternative transportation, to protect prime agricultural soils and sensitive habitats on Cal Poly lands, and to demonstrate effective organic farming here in San Luis Obispo and 'green' timber practices at Swanton Pacific."

The report can be viewed online at www.facilities.calpoly.edu/campusprojects/sustainability/SusInd06.pdf.
Neal MacDougall is the first to admit that theory has its place in a university setting. When it comes to sustainable agriculture, though, he's quick to point out that actions speak louder than words.

"We want to have an impact, we want to make a difference," he says of the Cal Poly Sustainable Agriculture Resource Consortium (SARC), a program devoted to advancing sustainable food and agriculture systems.

MacDougall, an associate professor of agribusiness at Cal Poly, is SARC's faculty director — and its most ardent champion.

SARC initiatives include the Cal Poly Organic Farm, an 11-acre spread where students learn crop and animal husbandry. The consortium also offers workshops, events and a Community Supported Agriculture program enabling community members to share in the organic farm's bounty on a subscription basis.

Through it all runs a common theme: food production acutely attuned to the needs of both the community and environment.

"The fascinating thing about agriculture is that it provides a crucible for a host of sustainability issues," says MacDougall, whose research interests include organic policy research and food production.

"The movement toward sustainability is not a destination; it's a process." ☐

FOR LINDA VANASUPA, the key to achieving meaningful progress on sustainability issues is educating future engineers to approach their work from a radically different perspective.

Such is the animating idea behind the campus's EdGE (Educating Global Engineers) Initiative, a five-year pilot program, funded in part by the National Science Foundation, aimed at fundamentally changing engineering curriculum and instruction.

The goal, according to Vanasupa, is to promote design and development practices that take environmental and societal needs into consideration. The initiative's slogan is Serving Society Through Innovation.

"We're completely changing the way students experience their course work," explains Vanasupa, a professor of materials engineering at Cal Poly who was recently named director of the EdGE Initiative. "Classroom instruction will center on projects, and teachers will serve more as coaches."

The program currently involves some 150 materials engineering undergraduates, but Vanasupa would like to see its bold new approaches spread to other engineering disciplines, and ultimately to other universities.

"What we're trying to do is redefine the engineering profession in the context of global society's needs," she says. ☐
IN THE ROCKY TIDAL AREAS that dot Morro Bay’s picturesque coastline, biologist Lars Tomanek and his research team are looking for clues as to how marine organisms might react to future temperature increases. And what they’ve discovered is cause for concern.

At low tide, the internal temperature of the black turban snail rises up to 20 degrees Celsius as a result of exposure to sunlight. Like other species that inhabit coastal intertidal zones, the black turban has developed a specialized biochemical response that enables it to cope with regular thermal variations.

When subjected to abnormally high temperatures in “acclimation” experiments, however, the black turban has proved incapable of producing the necessary levels of protective proteins, suggesting that such organisms may have limited means of combating new temperature extremes. In contrast, brown turban snails, which remain submerged in subtidal areas, have shown themselves to be surprisingly adaptable in the face of temperature increases, according to Tomanek.

“The upshot is we may be surprised about which species are ultimately affected by temperature change,” he says. “Some may adapt, while others could well vanish.”

WHEN THE CONVERSATION TURNS to sustainability and green building issues, count on Margot McDonald evincing an almost boundless enthusiasm for an array of related initiatives. Invariably, she’ll have firsthand knowledge of several more.

McDonald, a professor of architecture and co-director of the Renewable Energy Institute at Cal Poly, has lent her talents to a broad spectrum of sustainable development efforts, including serving as principal investigator on the Sustainable Environmental Design Education program, a comprehensive curriculum framework funded by the California Integrated Waste Management Board, and advisor to the American Institute of Architect’s initiative to reduce CO₂ emissions from building operations by 2010.

Earlier this year, she was appointed chair of the U.S. Green Building Council’s Formal Education Committee, and elected to the board of directors of the American Solar Energy Society.

If there’s a common theme throughout it all – aside from McDonald’s own indefatigability – it’s a conviction that sustainability is a fundamentally important concept.

“We need to get to the point where sustainability is fully integrated in what we teach so that green architecture – which encompasses things like solar heating and low-energy cooling – becomes standard practice,” she says.
When Paul Wack began teaching city and regional planning at Cal Poly in the late 1970s, academic insularity was an unspoken byword among faculty architects and planners.

As evidence of climate change stemming from development and construction practices steadily mounted, Wack was increasingly at the forefront of efforts to introduce an interdisciplinary approach to educating tomorrow's planners and designers. The campaign has begun to bear fruit.

"The walls have been broken down," says Wack, a professor of city and regional planning and an active supporter of the Sustainable Indicators Program, an initiative to link student and community sustainability efforts on California's Central Coast.

He was heartened by the Baker Forum, which brought together experts from various fields to discuss environmental issues, sustainability and energy consumption. In a similar vein, Wack favors harnessing interdepartmental synergies to reform planning and design curricula.

"Most issues associated with climate change can be connected with how we use land, locally and globally," he says. "Denial is not an option and the status quo is not an option, which means we're going to have to prepare students to deal with these issues substantively and systematically." □

It's an elemental proposition: Before we can further reduce air pollution we must thoroughly understand the nature of the problem. That's where Andrew Kean comes in.

Kean, an assistant professor of mechanical engineering at Cal Poly, is in the midst of a two-year effort to measure vehicle particle emissions in the San Francisco Bay area. The scientific record on the subject is surprisingly limited.

He also recently completed a research proposal to develop and build a working model of a device to collect carbon dioxide — a greenhouse gas — directly from the air. Though studies have shown the potential feasibility of such a device, no prototypes have been built.

"It's a relatively new area of inquiry," he says. "That's the challenge."

An enthusiastic teacher, Kean is intent on fostering a mature environmental outlook in his students. Accordingly, he has developed a general education course on consumer decisions and their connection to energy consumption, natural resource degradation, climate change and social upheaval.

"My overarching aim is to educate students and the public about the opportunities we have every day to have a positive impact on the environment." □
PROPOSED AG CENTER GETS A BOOST
OREGGIA FAMILY FOUNDATION DONATES $3.8 MILLION TO SUPPORT CAL POLY AGRICULTURE

BY TERESA HENDRIX

THE OREGGIA FAMILY FOUNDATION of Salinas has donated an additional $3.8 million to the Cal Poly College of Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences. The latest gift is earmarked for planning and construction of the proposed Agriculture Technology Center at Cal Poly and to provide instructional support for existing programs.

Including the latest gift, the foundation has donated a total of $5 million to Cal Poly’s nationally recognized agriculture program.

“Our goal is to support the priorities of the college, and the Agriculture Technology Center appears to be the No. 1 priority,” said Oreggia Family Foundation trustee Robert Taylor. “We’re happy to help, and we hope this gift will encourage others to support the center.”

College of Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences Dean David Wehner said the new 35,000-square-foot center will provide critically needed lab space for faculty members to conduct applied research and to work with students on senior projects.

Currently in the planning stages, Wehner estimates the center will cost $15 to $20 million to complete. Cal Poly will need to raise almost all of the money from private funding.

“This latest gift from the Oreggia Foundation is a very important one,” Wehner said. “It generously provides $800,000 to support excellence in our current programs and $3 million toward the center — including both design work and a $1.5-million challenge grant to help secure the remaining private funding required for construction.”

Plans call for the new Agriculture Technology Center to be built between the Erhart Agriculture Building and the Agricultural Engineering Building on campus.

Salinas grower Arden Oreggia and his sister, Sabina, created the Oreggia Family Foundation with their estates. Arden Oreggia grew up on the family dairy outside Gonzales and expanded the family’s operations as a produce grower.

Though he wanted to, Oreggia was never able to attend college. After his father’s early death, he stepped in to run the family farms. However, he developed a long relationship with Cal Poly, periodically hosting groups of students for field lessons on his operations, according to Taylor and Denny Bertelsman, also a foundation trustee.

A student-led tour through the Cal Poly Creamery at Cal Poly’s 2005 Open House so impressed Oreggia that he decided to use his estate to set up a foundation to benefit the Cal Poly College of Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences.

“He wanted to see agriculture as a whole benefit,” Taylor explained. “Arden thought that agriculture was important for the nation and for the area, and he wanted to support it. He decided that supporting agriculture at Cal Poly was the way to do that.”

The College of Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences at Cal Poly is the fourth-largest undergraduate agriculture program in the nation, with more than 3,800 students. The college awards an average of 650 baccalaureate degrees each year, nearly half of all baccalaureate agriculture degrees granted in the state. For more details, visit http://cagr.calpoly.edu. □
WHEN THE LEVEE BAY DENNIS STEERS

ROBB MOSS IS TALKING ABOUT hundreds of people dead, thousands homeless, and losses in the billions of dollars.

Yet, after detailing the potential for catastrophe should a powerful earthquake gravely undermine California's aging and poorly designed water levees in the Sacramento Delta and east San Francisco Bay, the assistant professor of civil and environmental engineering smiles and says "Hey, I'm not really a doomsday guy. Only optimists can work with this stuff and survive."

Moss, who earned a Ph.D. in geotechnical earthquake engineering from UC Berkeley, is literally in the disaster business. His specialties are soil liquefaction, pile design for dynamic lateral loading of soil, and "big-picture risk analysis" of water levees. Much of his potential horror story for Northern California - which sounds like a script for a Hollywood disaster movie, complete with massive flooding, property damage on an epic scale, and the need for heroic action to prevent salt water intrusion into the California aqueduct - is based on his work on a National Science Foundation study of the 2005 flooding of New Orleans from Hurricane Katrina.

"New Orleans is a very complex place - essentially a walled fortress with most of the city below sea level," Moss notes. "Add to that the very contentious political climate of the city, the multi-layers of bureaucracy regarding maintenance of the levees, and the potential for a large hurricane, and it's easy to see why many engineers and officials have been warning about this looming disaster for decades."

For his part of the NSF study, Moss focused on the soil near the breech of the 17th Street levee, which has been shielding New Orleans from the water of Lake Pontchartrain since the 1850s. The breech was so complex it overwhelmed his computer simulations, he says. Nevertheless, he and his group concluded that basic design flaws, rather than excessive water and wind, were responsible for the levee failure.

"With respect to the New Orleans failures, there were a few places where water levels, or storm surges, overtopped levees. But where the most catastrophic consequences occurred, along the 17th Street and London Avenue canals, there was no overtopping. The three breaches there had water levels well below the design levels," he says.

"We believe - and this point is in dispute among the four studies of Katrina that have been done - that this was a structural failure because of poor maintenance and flawed design. Basically, this was not an act of God, but an act of man."

The NSF study and others by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the American Society of Civil Engineers, and the state
of Louisiana were submitted to Congress last spring. Although there were dramatic differences in some of the conclusions, and there was a Category III storm of controversy over the role of the Corps of Engineers in the disaster, Moss - who says his goal is to remain objective and "shoot friendly bullets at the problem" - was pleased by the overall reaction to the NSF findings.

"There was disagreement with key points in our study, but that was to be expected with anything this complex," he says. "The good news is last month, General [Carl A.] Strock, the commander of the Corps of Engineers, came out with 12 action items for reform of the corps. Our group was very pleased that some of our key suggestions were incorporated in the action items. We tried to be forward-thinking - [focusing on] what can be done to strengthen the levees and improve levee maintenance to prevent flooding of this magnitude in the future."

Moss's future is a renewed focus on Northern California's surprisingly large, sprawling and already-stressed aqueduct system. As a result of the population boom around Sacramento, Stockton and the Central Valley, more and more people are living in land protected by levees that Moss says are less structurally sound than those that failed in New Orleans. And because the threat in the Golden State is earthquakes, there won't be any warning.

"The potential loss of life is actually higher in California than in New Orleans, where more than 90 percent of the people evacuated before Katrina struck," he says. "The economic loss to homes, businesses and agriculture will be staggering. And if flooding in the East Bay allows saltwater to intrude into the state aqueduct, 20 million people in Southern California could lose their source of drinking water. It's not a pretty picture."

Moss, who is currently working on a risk analysis of the "Bay-Delta" levees with a team from UCLA (the effort includes soil testing by Cal Poly graduate students), insists California does have some "significant bureaucratic" advantages over New Orleans. He is also encouraged by signs Katrina's wake-up call has been heard loud and clear by state officials. "California doesn't have the complex political infighting and turf wars they have in New Orleans, so responsibility for the levees is much more defined," he says. "Since Katrina, the 29 most vulnerable locations in the Delta levees have been identified and are being strengthened. And more money than ever has been earmarked for engineering studies and levee maintenance."

Moss, an avid rock climber when not teaching risk analysis to his civil engineering students, says worry-free levees are an unrealistic goal, but he believes steps can be taken to mitigate flooding.

"We need to determine what needs to be done to assure the levees are as safe as possible, then determine what can be done because of budget and other factors and then see what is actually done with repairs," he says. "There are about 1,000 kilometers of levees to look at and sometimes the size of this potential problem seems too much. But again, I'm an optimist. If I wasn't, it would be like 'why bother?'"
AN EAGLE WITH THE HEART OF
THE SUMMER MONTHS ARE NOTORIOUSLY HOT AND STICKY in Eastern Pennsylvania – a far cry from the cool ocean breezes that Chris Gocong (ENGR '06) grew up with in the California coastal town of Carpinteria.

Gocong wasn't complaining, though, as he sweated through workouts at Lehigh University, site of the Philadelphia Eagles' preseason training camp, in July. Dealing with widely divergent climates, after all, is a routine part of life in the National Football League.

"Lehigh was everything I was told it would be," said the former Mustang defensive end-turned pro football linebacker. "It was hot, it was humid – some days it felt like 100 degrees. But it was fun, it was a great experience. Now it's cooling off here and I'm getting ready for the cold."

Drafted by the Eagles last spring, Gocong headed East immediately after completing his finals and earning a bachelor's degree in engineering with a specialization in biomedical engineering.

Although the first day of the NFL draft ended well for him – he was selected in the third round – the process wasn't without drama.

"I was watching the draft on TV at home in Carpinteria," Gocong recalled. "The team is supposed to call you a few minutes ahead of time, before the information appears on TV. The New York Jets were trying to pick me. I was talking on the phone to one of their coaches, and another call was coming through from another team. I didn't know which team. While I was talking to the Jets, I saw my name appear on TV and learned that the Philadelphia Eagles had picked me. At first, I had no idea what had happened or what team I was going to be playing on."

It wasn't long before he – and football fans everywhere – found out: In July the 23-year-old signed a four-year contract worth nearly $2.4 million. Coming as it did in the wake of his selection in the draft, the contract only added to Gocong's celebrity status on California's Central Coast.
Friend and former Mustang teammate Kyle Shotwell says Gocong hasn't — and won't — let any of it go to his head, though. "You couldn't ask for a better teammate. He never thought of himself as different or better," said Shotwell.

Indeed, Gocong appears to have his head — and his helmet — on straight. Before he graduated, Gocong and three former Cal Poly football players donated money toward the renovation of the Alex G. Spanos Stadium.

Head Football Coach Rich Ellerson says the vast majority of recent Mustang players have strong feelings about their experiences at Cal Poly.

"They are grateful for the education, the opportunity to play the game they love, and the friendships that will last a lifetime," he said. "They are proud to be Cal Poly graduates. They are young leaders who find themselves early in life in a position financially to make a tangible statement about how much their time here has meant to them and demonstrate the virtue of giving back."

Gocong agrees. "I got a free education, an opportunity to play in the NFL," he said. "The least I can do is give something back. And I wanted to set an example for other alumni to follow."

Gocong knows a thing or two about examples, and about the value of hard work, thanks mostly to his mother, who raised him and his older brother while working as an accountant. Hard work always pays off, he believes. "I really admire
Jerry Rice," he said of the Hall of Fame receiver, who spent 21 years in the NFL, mostly with the San Francisco 49ers. "He might not be the best athlete," Gocong said, "but he is a hard worker. Hard work will get you pretty far in life."

How far Gocong gets on the football field could depend on how he bounces back from a herniated disk in his neck. The condition bedeviled him throughout much of the summer and the Eagles ultimately placed him on injured reserve, sidelining him for the season.

"It's unfortunate, but it could end up helping me," Gocong said. "This gives me an opportunity to rebuild and learn the defense here."

Those who know him best say it would take a lot to keep the 6-foot, 3-inch 250-pounder off the field for long. "He's relentless," Shotwell said. "He never gives up. He's like a non-stop motor. He's just a phenomenal athlete—big, fast, strong—the complete package; an unstoppable force."

Coach Ellerson agrees, calling Gocong "tenacious."

"Literally every NFL scout to come through commented on how hard Chris played. He is an explosive athlete and a remarkably productive pass rusher, but I believe it's his effort that elevated his play to such heights."

Ellerson realized Gocong's potential during his junior season. "He was becoming a dominant player at his position at the same time teammate Jordan Beck was becoming someone the NFL was clearly going to draft," Ellerson recalled. Beck was drafted by the Atlanta Falcons in 2005, after receiving the 2004 Buck Buchanan Award. Gocong won the award, which goes to the best defensive player at the Division I-AA level, in 2005.

"I believe Gocong has what it takes to have an NFL career, but as we all know, those are both brief and fragile. One of the great things about Chris is that no matter how long he plays or how much money he makes, when he hangs up his cleats for the last time, his best days will still be ahead of him," Ellerson said.

Gocong, too, knows that playing the gridiron is an inherently ephemeral pursuit. "Football isn't a 20-year career. An average career is three to four years," he conceded. "If everything goes right, hopefully I'll still be playing ball in 10 years, or I might be working for a biomedical company."

CHRIS GOCONG AT A GLANCE
• 23 years old
• 6 feet 3 inches, 250 pounds
• Born in Lancaster, California
• Attended Carpinteria High School
• Enrolled at Cal Poly at age 17, on a full football scholarship
• Registered 23 ½ sacks as a senior, an NCAA Division I-AA and Cal Poly record
• 2005 Buck Buchanan Award winner
• 42 career sacks, an NCAA Division I-AA and Cal Poly record
• Picked 71st overall in the 2005 NFL draft

STADIUM GETS AN UPGRADE, NEW MONIKER

MUSTANG STADIUM HAS BEEN RENAMED the Alex G. Spanos Stadium in recognition of the Spanos family's generous support of athletics at Cal Poly. Spanos, an aerospace engineering alumnus, entrepreneur and owner of the San Diego Chargers, and his wife, Faye, contributed $8 million to the $21.5-million renovation project—the largest single gift in the history of Cal Poly Athletics.

The couple previously funded the Harold P. and Rosalie Davidson scholarship endowment and donated $1.5 million toward the renovation of Davidson Music Center and the Cal Poly Theatre, since renamed the Alex and Faye Spanos Theatre.

The Alex G. Spanos Stadium is a concrete and steel-frame facility with seating for 10,000. It houses Mustang Memorial Field, where the Mustangs defeated rival UC Davis this year to capture the Golden Horseshoe trophy.

 Mustang Memorial Plaza, located at the entrance to the stadium, is a permanent memorial to the 18 individuals who lost their lives in a plane crash on Oct. 29, 1960. The 15,000-square-foot plaza is anchored by a striking bronze sculpture of a mustang created by Roy Harris—aptly titled "Unbridled Spirit"—which stands at the center of a "team huddle" created by a circle of 18 pillars, each representing one of the 16 players, the Mustang booster and the team manager who perished.

Each of the 18 pillars stands at the height of its honoree and displays a granite plaque engraved with a yearbook photo and personal information.
CAN SHADOW PUPPETS AND FOLKLORE actually improve a third-grader's grasp of math and science?

Absolutely, according to Professor Susan Duffy, chair of the Cal Poly Liberal Studies Department. "And we're not talking 'turkey hands' here, either," she insists.

Duffy, who also directs the Central Coast Center for Arts Education (CCCAE), a program that promotes dance, theater, music and the visual arts as children's learning tools, believes passionately in the power of art to transform classroom instruction at the elementary level.

Hoping to stem the tide of arts education cutbacks at many public schools, the Liberal Studies Department and the CCCAE are arranging funding in the form of grants and endowments for innovative teaching programs that use artistic expression.

Created at Cal Poly in 2004, the center has since raised nearly $90,000 to bring art into the lives of California children.

Thanks to a $25,000 grant from The Dana Foundation, a private philanthropic organization, the center's latest undertaking is a program called "Illuminating Shadows: Introducing Storytelling and Shadow Puppetry to a New Generation."

The pioneering project teams teachers with theatrical artists in workshops, where they learn to incorporate ancient narrative forms into their lesson plans. The program focuses on teachers whose schools are located in the rural areas of San Luis Obispo and northern Santa Barbara counties.

Lori Mitchell, a teacher at Shandon Elementary School, is already applying what she learned in the Cal Poly workshops. Her students make their own puppets using black paper and bamboo skewers.

The giggling first-graders then retell "The Billy Goats Gruff" and other old favorites while standing behind a fabric screen with light cast from an overhead projector. "It's a creative outlet that excites my students while I'm sticking to the curriculum mandated by the state."

Using shadow puppetry as a teaching aid, Mitchell is able to satisfy most of the first-grade geometry standards by using
assorted shapes and letting her students describe their position in relation to the screen. She even uses plant and animal stories to accomplish state requirements in the life sciences category.

Teachers in grades three through six aren’t finding as many opportunities to use art to engage and motivate their students, but not because they don’t want to. “There’s so much pressure on teachers for students to do well on state tests, art is the first thing to go,” Mitchell points out. “There’s hardly enough time to coach the students on what will be on the tests.”

The Arts Education Partnership, a national coalition of arts, education, business, philanthropic and government organizations, has reams of data supporting the claim that children who participate in art activities perform at a higher academic level than those who do not, especially in rural areas.

Nonetheless, art specialists are a dying breed at many Central Coast schools. Through the CCCAE program, however, project artists not only teach area educators, they also undergo training themselves to become arts education consultants.

“They were wide-eyed and in awe,” says artist Tommy Hacker, who took his goat show on the road this summer to Mary Buren Elementary School in Guadalupe. Initially nervous “because today’s kids are so focused on technology,” he was surprised how well they related to the old tales and the shadow puppetry.

“It’s the most magic for your buck,” brags lifelong artist and puppeteer Judy Roberto, who calls shadow puppetry a form of art therapy. “The kids quickly minimize their problems and overcome their shyness through the creation and projection of their stories and images.”

So the legend of the goats that tripped and trapped over the troll’s bridge may be old, but it’s part of a contemporary plan to reintroduce arts education in public elementary school classrooms.

“We miss our winters, this’s our summer,” brags lifelong artist and puppeteer Judy Roberto, who calls shadow puppetry a form of art therapy. “The kids quickly minimize their problems and overcome their shyness through the creation and projection of their stories and images.”

So the legend of the goats that tripped and trapped over the troll’s bridge may be old, but it’s part of a contemporary plan to reintroduce arts education in public elementary school classrooms.

“Snip, Snap, Snout. This tale’s told out.”

For more information on the Central Coast Center for Art Education, visit www.cla.calpoly.edu/ls/cccae.
PAPER IS SO SIX YEARS AGO. Just ask any student who’s been recruited and enrolled at Cal Poly since 2000.

According to Wikipedia.com, the notion of a “paperless” office dates to a 1975 article in Business Week magazine, in which a publicist predicted that paper would become an obsolete encumbrance in the office of the future.

Having received its first electronic application in 1992, Cal Poly’s Admissions and Recruitment office literally made the shift to a paperless office in 2000, when James Maraviglia, assistant vice president for admissions, recruitment and financial aid, joined forces with Hobson’s Management Technology, an international provider of education and recruitment information, to develop state-of-the-art recruiting software.

Using “Flash” Web video messages to capture the attention of recruits, Maraviglia and his team make initial e-mail contact with high school sophomores, and continue sending updates, messages and deadline information throughout the enrollment process. On average, a prospective Cal Poly student will receive 54 e-mail messages throughout any recruitment cycle. They are also invited to participate in chat rooms and targeted pod casts.

Each newly admitted student receives personalized e-messages from the Cal Poly president, provost, and their department chair, explains Maraviglia.

He says prospective students also can easily create their own Cal Poly “portal” to receive targeted, updated information about the colleges and campus activities that interest them, as well as messages about services such as housing, financial aid and summer advising.

In February, Maraviglia and his staff again teamed up with Hobson’s to launch “Respuestas EMT,” an online tool that enables prospective students to ask questions and receive answers in Spanish directly from the Web. The new program is endorsed by the Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities.

“Not only are we able to provide 24/7 access to information about the admissions and enrollment process that is specific to Hispanic prospective students, we also show our dedication to furthering the educational progress of the fast-growing Hispanic population as a whole,” Maraviglia says.

How effective is this high-tech recruiting effort? Cal Poly just documented its 12th consecutive record applicant pool – more than 35,000 candidates applied for roughly 4,500 undergraduate openings. And numbering 3,800, this year’s freshman class is the university’s largest ever.

There is quality to complement the quantity, too. Incoming freshmen had an aggregate grade-point average of 3.83.
COMMitted to Cal POLy

THE NAMES ON THIS HONOR ROLL REPRESENT a remarkable community of people who are inspired by their belief in Cal Poly's unique learning environment. Every day of the two years since I came to Cal Poly, I have been struck by the commitment of our alumni and friends to the success of the university, and their generosity in assuring that success.

These donors will allow Cal Poly to continue to be a place where students and faculty learn, teach, discover and thrive. They honor us with their gifts, and they have our deepest thanks.

Sandra S. Ogren
Vice President for University Advancement

PARTNERS IN EXCELLENCE

The President's Circle

Members of the President's Circle are alumni and friends who donated $20,000 or more between July 1, 2005, and June 30, 2006, or $200,000+ over a lifetime.

Deceased. **Lifetime membership

Anonymous Donor
Anonymous Donors (2)**
Samuel E. Abbey
M. Richard and Joyce J. Andrews**
Allyn E. and Concertina T. Arnold**
Josephine G. Avila**
Barbara Baggett**
Rob Baggett**
Philip S. and Christina A. Bailey
Barbara Barker-Browe
Jan and Stuart A. Bartletson**
Stephen D. Bechtel Jr.
Harlan W. Beck
Donald E. Bandy**
Peter H. and Ida Mae H. Berg**
Richard A. Bengquist and Lynn A. Loughey
Gary L. and Judy Bloom**
Paul R. and Sandra K. Bonderson**
James G. Boswell II**
James W. and Suzanne A. Boswell**
Ed and Rosa M. Boutonnet

Sylvia Knight Briggs and Wayne H. Briggs
William R. Brockett**
Susan Pfriem Brown and Robert F. Brown**
Ross M. and Sherron Brown**
Elizabeth A. and Michael J. Byrd
Marjorie A. Cass
Everett M. and Arlene B. Chandler**
David E. Chivens
Christopher Cohen**
Joseph W. and Victoria E. Cocheett**
Richard D. and Adelle Louise Crawford**
Janet P. and Joseph P. Cristiano**
Michael R. Cunningham Sr.
Charles H. Dana Jr.
Kenneth E. Edwards**
Daniel J. Elman
James R. and Kathy J. Errecorte**
Allen L. and Joan W. Evans**
Gary Filizzetti
Bert E. and Candace M. Forbes**
George F. and Sue Foster**
Jeffrey P. and Theresa Foster**
Harold R. and Dina D. Frank**
William L. and Linda Frost
Karen M. and Thomas J. Gallo**
Marie and Robert J. Gallo
Alvin Gorebien
Carolyn C. and Mark Guidry
Marjorie L. Hanks and Charles J. Hanks**
Chip Hanly
Harold R. Hay**
Richard C. and Julie M. Hood**
Daisy J. Hudson**
Helen I. Johnson
James J. Kiefe and Loma Lee**
David W. Kent
Omer L. and Claudia L. King**
Bill and Jean Lene**
M. Robert and Maggie Leach
Virgil J. Leinardi
James N. and Betty Sue Locke**
Christopher and Lois Madison
Janice B. and John S. Meher
Mike and Dolores Mantle
Ted R. and Sharon K. Meisheimer**
John L. and Sarah G. Merriam**
Robert L. and Patricia Meyer
Albert S. and Patricia R. Morriarty
Patrick and Carol O'Connel
Brenda and Stephen E. Olson
Richard D. O'Neil**
Paul and Natalie Orfalea
Gerald D. Overaa
Stephen H. and Catherine J. Parkow
Frank E. and Leigh Pilling**
Virginia and Burt W. Polin**
James M. and Vicki K. Pyler**
Gregory B. and Kristen Reed
B. Terry and Carol Reinhold**
Mary Rehab**
George J. Riddle
Stanford A. Riddle
Robert W. and Elinor L. Rivers
James A. and Sandra H. Rodger
Allyn J. and Linda Rosetta**
Stephan A. Rosetta**
Rob L. and Laurie K. Rossi
Kenneth L. Rothwell and Lynne O’Connor**
Janet and Ione E. Scherr
SUSanne Mah Schroll**
James and Norma M. Simon**
Alex G. and Faye Spanos**
Sheila L. Tiber and Yosef L. Tiber**
Diana W. and Theodore S. Wentworth**
John H. Wingate Jr.
Wesley M. and Thelma Witten
Albert R. and Ruth E. Yacke**
Kathleen L. and Richard N. Zegick

The President's Round Table

Members of the President's Round Table are alumni and friends who donated $5,000-$19,999 between July 1, 2005, and June 30, 2006, or $100,000-$199,999 over a lifetime.

Deceased. **Lifetime membership

Anonymous Donor
Anonymous Donor (12)
John and Theresa Azevedo
K. N. and Meera Balasubramaniam
Genevieve B. Aldrich**
Ivar E. and Teresia V. Anderson**
Carol A. Andrews**
Rick L. and Tanja Amiel**
Linda S. and Michael J. Applegate
Mrs. Ardis Armstrong**
Linda K. Ashworth

John and Theresa Azevedo
K. N. and Meera Balasubramaniam
Marlyn and Timothy M. Banducci
Emanuele and Carolyn Barelli**
John W. and Tricia L. Barnes
Wonda J. Bartlett and David L. Bartlett
David G. and Lisa A. Beck
Linda L. Beil
Blake A. Bender
Joan and Stan Berson
Ariel W. and Ellen M. Berrier
David and Vicki Billingstey**
Hal D. Billingstey
Charles H. Black
Richard W. and Jacqueline S. Bobeg
Alice J. and Elinor K. Bonin
Lisen A. Bonnier-Crone
David R. Booker
Carl G. and Mariam L. Bowser
Dick and Peggy Bradshaw**
Wayne P. Brenkle
Gunilla R. Brennan**
Kevin H. Bronley and Stacy R. Tolley
Frisbee V. Brown**
Daniel P. and Linda G. Brunello
Sarah A. and Stephen Bruno
Paul F. Burkner
Patricia L. Burnett
Michael F. and Stacy Cannon
Joan L. Cardos**
Barbara and Dan Chapin**
William L. Chillingworth
Diane K. and Stephen J. Ciesinski
Richard and Sharon Claus**
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The Centennial Society

The Centennial Society

Anonymous Donors (2)
Lorraine M. Adams
Michael J. Adams
Scott S. Adams
Jane M. and Richard S. Allen
Alfred W. and Rose M. Amaral
Ellen Marie Amato
James A. and Nancy E. Amundson
Claire and Lloyd G. Anderson
Dana A. Anderson
Richard A. and Jane L. Anderson
Warren R. Anderson
Craig A. and Vicki L. Andrus
Kristi M. and Stephen R. Arnold
David W. Ashton and Sharon K. Davis-Ashton
Sonia Assemi
Douglas H. and Wendy A. Austin
Glade B. and Sally H. Bacon
Carol W. and Ralph G. Beander
Connie G. and Kenneth E. Baird
Christopher M. Baker
Lucille M. Baker
Matthew T. Bakke
Bill Baldridge
Bernice B. Loughran-Nicholson and Loren L. Nicholas
Laurie L. Luka and Randolph L. Rea
Kristy H. Mandt
Walter R. Marx
James W. and RoseAnn Martin
Jerome E. and Cynthia A. Mason
Gary H. and Jill K. Mazurak
Kelly H. McClaire
Michael A. McKay
Patricia B. McNamara
Jeanette F. and Larry L. Meek
Susan W. and Thomas M. Merrill
Dave and Lisa K. Miller
Kathy and Laurence B. Mitchell
Jon N. Monett
Gregory R. Morris
Michael J. Morris
Richard T. and Nancy J. Morrow
Edward S. and Kim K. Murakami
Paul F. and Barbara J. Murphy
Donna M. and Tom Murrell
Charles B. and Ravia Murillo
Carl M. and Swan L. Nail
John Nakata
Greg Nester
Alan and Gaylla M. Newcomb
Charles K. and Judy Y. Ng
Dale L. Nix
Michael N. Norem
James M. Nugent
Philip W. O'Neil and Andreas Sankar
Thomas G. Orepulja
David K. and Patricia L. Ottosen
Cheryl and Dan Pacheco
David M. and Mary L. Palmer
John M. and Patricia L. Pappas
Steven R. and Carol J. Pearson
Michael R. and Shelley Perry
Peggy and Gerald B. Peterson
Jerry and Shari A. Pickard
Joan and John Hendricks
Dick R. and Darlene D. Dolder
Diane A. and Robert M. Polley
Mark and Valerie Publicover
Ronald J. Quinn
Russell B. Radom
Larry S. Rater
Billie and Dale Reddell
Elizabeth A. and Marc Riehl
Michael J. and Shirley J. Ritter
Brian M. and Jeri B. Roberts
Frank L. Rollo
Elaine and Stanley B. Rosenfield
Horacio Soaveiro
Marcus C. Sandovol
Sherry A. Sarmento
Stanley A. and Sherrill A. Sass
Rita G. Sayre
Rolland E. and Isabel L. Sears
Mike Stil
Kimhiro Sera
Jan W. Simok and Judy Lang
Ronald J. and Tanya M. Singley
Diane and Martin J. Skip
George H. and Gloria Soares
Dwight R. and Joy K. Sommersett
Deborah B. and John A. Sopatafere
Margaret A. Speker
Gary L. and Ann Stone
William T. Stone
Suzanne C. Stroh
Moon Je Min and Paul T. Suh
Christine M. and David M. Sullivan
John C. Swan
Robert W. and Linda H. Talken
Don and Rosemary A. Talley
Carol P. and Neil Thom
Jennifer M. Thompson
Ingrid M. and W. J. Thornton
Cyndera R. and Robert Tolley
Altom M. and Nancy Tom
Deveney B. and Lawrence J. Totten

Julian McPhee Society

Julian McPhee was president of Cal Poly from 1933 to 1966. These individuals donated $1,000-$1,999 between July 1, 2005, and June 30, 2006.

Anonymous Donors (2)
Lorraine M. Adams
Michael J. Adams
Scott S. Adams
Jane M. and Richard S. Allen
Alfred W. and Rose M. Amaral
Ellen Marie Amato
James A. and Nancy E. Amundson
Claire and Lloyd G. Anderson
Dana A. Anderson
Richard A. and Jane L. Anderson
Warren R. Anderson
Craig A. and Vicki L. Andrus
Kristi M. and Stephen R. Arnold
David W. Ashton and Sharon K. Davis-Ashton
Sonia Assemi
Douglas H. and Wendy A. Austin
Glade B. and Sally H. Bacon
Carol W. and Ralph G. Beander
Connie G. and Kenneth E. Baird
Christopher M. Baker
Lucille M. Baker
Matthew T. Bakke
Bill Baldridge
Bernice B. Loughran-Nicholson and Loren L. Nicholas
Laurie L. Luka and Randolph L. Rea
Kristy H. Mandt
Walter R. Marx
James W. and RoseAnn Martin
Jerome E. and Cynthia A. Mason
Gary H. and Jill K. Mazurak
Kelly H. McClaire
Michael A. McKay
Patricia B. McNamara
Jeanette F. and Larry L. Meek
Susan W. and Thomas M. Merrill
Dave and Lisa K. Miller
Kathy and Laurence B. Mitchell
Jon N. Monett
Gregory R. Morris
Michael J. Morris
Richard T. and Nancy J. Morrow
Edward S. and Kim K. Murakami
Paul F. and Barbara J. Murphy
Donna M. and Tom Murrell
Charles B. and Ravia Murillo
Carl M. and Swan L. Nail
John Nakata
Greg Nester
Alan and Gaylla M. Newcomb
Charles K. and Judy Y. Ng
Dale L. Nix
Michael N. Norem
James M. Nugent
Philip W. O'Neil and Andreas Sankar
Thomas G. Orepulja
David K. and Patricia L. Ottosen
Cheryl and Dan Pacheco
David M. and Mary L. Palmer
John M. and Patricia L. Pappas
Steven R. and Carol J. Pearson
Michael R. and Shelley Perry
Peggy and Gerald B. Peterson
Jerry and Shari A. Pickard
Joan and John Hendricks
Dick R. and Darlene D. Dolder
Diane A. and Robert M. Polley
Mark and Valerie Publicover
Ronald J. Quinn
Russell B. Radom
Larry S. Rater
Billie and Dale Reddell
Elizabeth A. and Marc Riehl
Michael J. and Shirley J. Ritter
Brian M. and Jeri B. Roberts
Frank L. Rollo
Elaine and Stanley B. Rosenfield
Horacio Soaveiro
Marcus C. Sandovol
Sherry A. Sarmento
Stanley A. and Sherrill A. Sass
Rita G. Sayre
Rolland E. and Isabel L. Sears
Mike Stil
Kimhiro Sera
Jan W. Simok and Judy Lang
Ronald J. and Tanya M. Singley
Diane and Martin J. Skip
George H. and Gloria Soares
Dwight R. and Joy K. Sommersett
Deborah B. and John A. Sopatafere
Margaret A. Speker
Gary L. and Ann Stone
William T. Stone
Suzanne C. Stroh
Moon Je Min and Paul T. Suh
Christine M. and David M. Sullivan
John C. Swan
Robert W. and Linda H. Talken
Don and Rosemary A. Talley
Carol P. and Neil Thom
Jennifer M. Thompson
Ingrid M. and W. J. Thornton
Cyndera R. and Robert Tolley
Altom M. and Nancy Tom
Deveney B. and Lawrence J. Totten
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Barbara and M. Scott Radowich
Gregory G. and Patricia M. Raleigh
Kevin L. and Susie H. Ravoo
Christine L. and Craig A. Reade
Susanne J. Redilej
Timmy M. Reid
Andrea D. Reid
Robert C. Reidy and
Kristin J. Adams Reddy
J. Miles and Rosanne Reiter
Alfonso and Alicia Ribisch
Dennis W. Riddle
Daniel and Kathryn Rider
John R. and Bonnie J. Rinaldi
Daniel P. and Renata L. Ringstetter
Darnell S. and Amy T. Rockefeller
Elois and Joy Roodri
Helen Rodriguez
Collette A. Roest
David A. Rogers
Robert Roselli
Bruce and Kerri Rosenberg
John S. and Roly O. Rozek
Gerald J. and James P. Roy
H. David and Leslie M. Rueb
Cynthia H. and David B. Russtrom
J. Kenyon and Lauren A. Rupnik
Carol A. and Thomas H. Ryan
Gabrielle F. and Jali K. Sade
Teri L. and Steven L. Sartain
Pete Scaroni
Carol and John W. Schaus
Barbara A. and Donald J. Schremp
John J. Schrader IV
Adrian and Herbert H. Schueneman
Gregory J. and Deborah R. Schulte
Frank S. and Rita Schumman
Patricia and Scott D. Schwartz
Susan S. and Wayne B. Scott
Stephanie R. Searle-Miles
Kenneth A. Seemolda
Douglas H. Shaw Jr.
Larry Shelton
Richard L. and Mary Shelton
Lou and Patricia S. Shinkle
Cynthia Gavron and Shariff and
Robert D. Shurtleff
Car P. and Janet C. Siebert
Larry R. Sillman
Kenneth J. and Josie Silveira
Eugen and Yolanda M. Simonet
Lorie J. and Samuel C. Sinnott
Carol and Warren A. Stinshemer
Craig R. Smith
James P. and Nancy Smith
Kevin D. and Maritza Smith
Mary Jane and Ralph D. Smith
Robert W. and Ruth Ann Smith
Russell D. Smith Jr.
Sharon K. and Thomas F. Smith
Henry C. and Judith W. Smither
Jim and Kimberly Smuck
John G. Snetinger
Holly and Robert J. Socci
Vivian M. Soitzkin
Douglas H. and Pamela A. Sowles
Jack T. and Alice Spaulding
Elbert O. Spedel
Arthur J. and Kristine S. Spoo
Wendy D. Spradlin
Robert and Luba Stailer
Patricia and L. Stark
Dawn Starr
Keith B. Steinbeck
James C. and Terri M. Stewart
Bruce F. and Sharon L. Stokes
Chris A. Strickland
Gregg Strom
Gwin C. Stumbough Jr.
Greg Sullivan
Chip and Lynne Sundstrom
Bessie R. Swanson
Teresa A. Swartz
Diane J. Sweet
Kimberly R. and Thomas T. Tanaka
Fud H. Tellow
John C. Tenell
Robert W. and Christine Terpening
Jay A. TeVelde Jr.
Rodney B. Thatcher
Robert M. Thomas
Timothy D. and Janet K. Thomas
Wayne L. Thomas
Gary M. Thompson
Michael K. Thorsted
William W. and Sheryl A. Tjaden
Jerry S. and Linda D. Todd
Blaine S. Tomimoto
Sandy and Ted Torsen
Francine E. Torrigan
Trudi D. and William S. Travis
Marsha L. and Paul M. Trevisan
James W. Tresol
Daniel A. Troy
Nora H. and Richard D. Tryon
Diane E. Turnbull and Bruce A. Telkamp
Brian C. Vail
Andrew J. and Diane L. Valdivia
John G. and Elizabeth A. Valentine
Fred F. and Terri Valov
Joseph A. Van Camp
Gregory D. Van Dyke
Richard K. and Shirley D. Vernon
Joan Vermebaum
Debra A. and Robert E. Wacker
Cindy L. and John L. Wallace
Fredrick C. and Teresa Wallace
John S. and Roberta B. Ward
Stephan M. and Lori B. Ward
James M. and Patricia L. Wayman
Robert P. and Susan H. Wayman
Dan M. and Toni C. Weeks
Fredrick A. and Mary E. Wegis
Michael M. Welch
Paul E. Wallberg
Mona S. and Robert D. Whiteley
Ann M. and John P. Widley
Betty D. and Venne M. Williams
Joy D. and Richard G. Wilsy
Roy D. Willey
Caryl H. and Edward E. Williams
Gerald A. Williams
Kenneth R. and
Marsha A. Williams
Brian E. and Renee D. Wilton
John and Traci Wilson
Kimberly and Ronald E. Winters
Brooks W. and Kayte Wise
Marshall R. Wix
Claire N. Wolfenden
Eric G. and Yolanda Y. Wong
Rodrick E. and Tanya Woodward
Frederick R. and Helene E. Wright
Thomas A. Wachter
Nancy T. and Tom R. Yackean
Lyne U. and Randy K. Yackean
Elaine K. Yin
Harold E. Yoeke and Susana S. Young
Debra and Jeff Yurek
Blair and Barbara Zajac
Donald and Marina Ziemo
Mary and John Zirm

Margaret Chase Society

Margaret Chase served as acting Cal Poly president in 1924 and served the university for 37 years in a variety of faculty and administrative positions. These individuals donated $500-$999 between July 1, 2005, and June 30, 2006.

Anonymous Donors (3)
Claudia and Robert S. Aase
Robert W. and Marilee W. Abel
Karen and Robert M. Abra
Ralph H. and Elizabeth A. Acosta
Robert K. and Judith A. Addington
Joseph F. and Janet Aguiar
Carol and James Ahlem
Jack L. and Lorraine H. Albrit
Cheryl and David R. Alexander
David W. and Jeri A. Alexander
Julie and Mike Alexander
Scott R. Allan
Marc and Bridget Allard
Michael D. Allard
Patricia J. and Willard H. Altman
Jerrold F. and Margarita S. Alvarado
John F. and Susan L. Andersen
John T. and Christine H. Anderson
Maribelle and Michael Anderson
Myles B. Anderson
Russ and Judy Anderson
Frederick P. and Dorothy U. Andolf
Edward L. and Nancy E. Andre
Claree Anspach
Paul E. and Margarette Applin
James W. Arnold Jr.
Karen M. and Santos C. Arrana
Randall R. and Debbie A. Arseneau
Jay A. Austin
Brian A. Avery
Peter L. and Gwen Bachman
Ron W. and Sharon M. Bachman
Linda D. and Martin Baciaguila
Carolyn D. and Stanley J. Backlund
Susan S. Baer
Lloyd R. and Nadine Beggs
Peter Bagshaw and
Wendy Petersmeyer
Karen L. and Roland I. Baker
David M. and Margery L. Balducci
David A. and Rosemarie A. Baldwin
Susan P. and Michael R. Ballantine
James C. and Ann L. Balquist
Paul D. Banke
Marlyn and Richard Barbaree
John D. and Betty Anne Barlow
Jana Barsten
Dale J. and Michelle E. Barthel
John R. Bartelt
Scott W. Barton
Kent E. Morrison and Estelle L. Basor
Marta C. and Russell D. Bassett
Christine L. and Edward G. Bauer
Charles and Kathleen Bayless
Joseph E. Bayless
Eric J. and Kara S. Bayliner
Donald W. and Terry A. Beach
Jeffrey D. Beam
Coleen M. and Frank T. Beavers
Theodore Becker
Bob Beechmore
Sara A. Behnam
Glen and Marcia Bell
Gordon L. and Marialta A. Bennett
Donna L. Beres
Patti L. and Thomas Bernard
Ann S. and David A. Bernhardt
Dorothy C. and Michael D. Bertsch
John P. Bessire
Scott J. Betschert
Steven J. Betsen and
Judith D. Betschert
Michael J. Bevon and Pamela Fink
William D. and Robin C. Bever
Mary Ann Beyster
Harlene and Robert D. Blanco
Diane G. and Michael E. Bigler
Clarke S. Bingham
Charles W. and Diana L. Bishop
David M. and Rebecca J. Black
Jennifer M. and Paul Blackburn
Charles V. and Rosaline L. Blair
Heather Blair
Bryan J. Blaser and Nani Ater
David A. and Susan T. Blaszczak
Craig and Bob Bollifant
Bruce D. and Kimberly J. Bochynski
Cynthia L. and Jack G. Bodine
Cynthia E. Bogulov
Kristin K. Azevedo-Boli
and Michael E. Bischof
Daniel J. and Kris Bolelender
Linda K. Bomstad
Linda Bocker
Adam J. Botte
Steve R. Borkin
Joseph R. and Nancy A. Bosnich
Stevan B. Bowker
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Joy Hansen
Donald A. Hanson
Margaret B. and Patrick Hasan
Hank and Karen Hurbur
Cynthia C. and Scott R. Hammel
Barbara R. and Marcus D. Harmon
Jim and Betty Harrigan
Grant L. Harris
James E. Harris and Anna C. Fraker
Timothy C. Harris
Scott A. Harrison
Tom and Jane Haskell
Debra and Jon B. Hayes
George R. and Sue Hastad
Bradley D. and Donna E. Hadley
Jeffrey R. Heller
Bruce F. Hefman
Gerald E. and Patricia A. Hempenius
Jeremiah J. and Leslie J. Herch
Nicky E. Henkelman
Jeffery G. and Judy P. Heren
Michael L. and Michelle L. Henry
Richard Herbtans
Ernest Henderson
Michael and Roberta Hassler
Harold F. and Patricia A. Hiller
Craig S. and Sandra Hill
Cynthia R. and Tony D. Hill
Marianne Hill
Patrick D. and Cindy L. Hill
Kiki L. Hingardt
Larry S. Hirohara
Joseph H. and Jeanne Hoff
Scott Hoffer
Alaise C. and Elliot J. Hoffmann
S. Kelly and Wayne R. Hodgefa
Donald D. and Rence A. Holbrook
Michael L. Holdner and
April H. Holker
Janie L. and L. Holland
Dennis G. and Lynn Hewitt
Jeffery L. Hoffler
Jon E. and Marlene M. Hollister
Brett D. Holman
Douglas W. and Michelle M. Holmes
Kathleen M. Holmef
Richard C. and Nancy E. Holzer
Jack C. and Carol A. Hoover
Dean and Frances Horton
Wayne E. House Jr.
Robert H. and Susan L. Howe
Albert L. and Gail T. Huff
Carolyn and Timothy P. Huff
James G. Huffman
Karen G. and Rex R. Hughes
Janet and Scott Humbug
Gary P. and Karen W. Hunt
Thomas A. Hunter
Donald D. and Janis Idler
Kimiko M. and Clyde S. Ikeda
Stanley K. and Teresa A. Ikeda
Mark A. Ives
Della V. and Julie C. Ilwingworth
Tye W. and Julie C. Ilwingworth
Dan and Becky Irshoek
William D. Isamann
George and Jacqueline I. Ivetch
Diane and Donald Jackson
Richard C. and
Margaret M. Jaccobson
William J. Jacot
Robert A. and Marilyn Jake
Christopher and Lourdes Januszewicz
Della Jayne
Stewart D. Jenkins
Beverly and Donald E. Jenson
Heather B. and Wayne A. Jensen
Richard J. Jewett
Allison and Rick M. Johnson
David P. Johnson
Devan R. Johnson
Douglas B. Johnson and Lisa K. Story
Douglas L. Johnson
Molly M. Johnson
Craig P. and Patricia M. Johnston
Jennifer L. Jones
John F. Jones III
John R. Jones
Jack and Janice A. Jordan
Karen L. Josepsh
Kathy P. and Larry W. Joseph
Clay and Nita Judd
Charles H. Kaem
Hope P. and Robert J. Kanaly
Sherry M. Kang
Hansa and Ramesh M. Kapadia
David J. Karneages
Annette T. and Corneli Kasbergren
Dotty Y. Kay
Patty Kesey
Richard K. Keenan and
Narlene Carter-Keenan
Earl C. and Jean Ann Keller
Larry and Diane Kelley
Anastasia R. and Michael R. Kelly
Anne C. Kelly
Malcolm and Paula Connolly Kemp
Eric W. and Karen M. Kendall
Sadie E. Kendall
Richard A. Kendrick
Kevin and Barbara J. Kennedy
Philip J. and Jennifer L. Kenney
Robert A. and Shelly G. Kobler
Hyn Suk Kim Sin and Young E. Kim
Joanne Kim
Matthew Y. Kim
Diane Kirk
George R. and Patricia J. Kirkpatrick
James W. Kirstein
Ed and Susan Klar
James C. Kleyer Jr.
William R. and Virginia Kleevasel
Thomas M. and Mary Jane Klop
er
Peter J. and Susan K. Koetting
Irvin E. and Ellyn V. Kogan
Colleen K. and Kenneth T. Kokubun
Guvile Koolerman and
Gayle M. Lovenri
Robert J. Koningsberg and
Lisa Otsuka Koningsberg
Pamela J. and Robert M. Konra
David S. and Marcia C. Kondils
Brian R. and Lisa C. Kramer
Daniel E. and Elizabeth Krieger
Bruce A. and Judith Kronmal
James C. Kittikahn and
Maria Dolores Marquez
Douglas E. Kulper
Jared M. Kuykendal
Paul A. and Nelda J. Kylech
Frances S. La Mar
Doug A. La Porte
John S. Labberrera
Brenda L. and Mark J. Lacey
Evan C. Lai
Seana A. and Jeffrey B. Lampman
David A. Landbeck
William K. Landar
Rita S. Lane
Doug and Loni Larson
Marjorie A. Larsen
Kerst and Richard Lasiewski
Steven C. Lau
Jason M. Laub
Jamie H. and Jim Laughton
Elizabeth M. Law
Gerry and Margot Lawrence
A. Kelvin and Suzanne W. Lawes
Robert A. Layne
Deborah Karlson and Lea Loo
John D. and Dawn Leadbeater
Fred E. and Irene Leavitt
Chistine and Thomas J. Lefebre
Harland E. Lehr
Jennifer W. and Michael S. Leinbach
Pamelia Lemkin
Jeolynn and Scott C. Lenz
Todd M. and Wendy Lenz
James N. and Patricia K. Leonard
Calvin T. Leong
Don L. Leving II
Rodney R. Levin and Roxanne Cerr
Kenneth R. Lewis
Richardson A. and Marilyn L. Lewis
Patrick A. Lind
George B. Limh
Reid and Wendy Limney
William A. Linton
Karla and Richard Livecy
Elonda K. and Kenneth M. Lloyd
Frank P. and Maria Lotzda
William E. Long
Bob and Sally Longe
Jane L. and Janice R. Meder
Matthew T. Medrice
James L. and Janice R. Meder
Gemma and Hector J. Menino
Ernest C. and Leslie A. Mendes
Michael Mendes
Heidi L. Menkes
Steven B. Merrick
Car I. Meyer
David J. and Pamela J. Michael
Jim Michael
Donald L. and Laura Midkiff
Viole E. Milburn
Alice T. and Martin R. Miller
Charles A. and Denise Miller
Patricia A. and Ted Miller
Dodd W. and Rebecca Miller
Jeanne B. and Kenneth H. Miller
Lynn R. Miller and Diane E. Elton
Michael J. and Veronica R. Miller
Faith A. Minnag
David J. Mitchell
Keith A. and Kim Mittermayr
Michael G. and Winifred L. Mohr
Dick and Patricia Moon
Christine H. and Thomas R. Moore
James R. and Ying H. Moore
Kimberley and Richard J. Morgen
Don M. and Jane I. Morris
William Morrison and
Pamela A. Scruton
Madeleine Morse
Tim C. and Laura J. Morse
D. Scott and Karen R. Morton
Elizabeth A. and Robert C. Mott
Robert J. Mowat
Christopher R. Muckley
Steven S. Mueller
Dan Mullfielder
James P. Muthem
Jeff and Paula Mundorf
Susana L. and William K. Murray
Thomas Najarian and Susan Unkel
Ross T. Namba
Steven D. and Renee C. Nash
Elizabeth M. Nather
Donald E. and Becky Naumann
Christine M. and Steven L. Navarro
Philip B. Needh
Anna M. and Jon P. Negristi
Marlin and Sherry Nelson
Robert A. and Marcia A. Nelson
Della and James Nettro
David R. and Sharon A. Nettro
Maria P. and Michael N. Ngt
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Anonymous Donor
Ben C. and Judith C. Abati
Rebecca M. Abbott and George Poppe
Richard E. Abbott
Kathleen L. and Richard C. Abney
Arauxie H. and Khatchik H. Achedjian
Joseph M. and Lisa A. Acosta
Deborah A. and George J. Adam
Daniel G. and Elizabeth A. Adams
Douglas A. and Julie A. Adams
Jan A. and Linda I. Adams
Robert F. Adams and Nancy C. Caponi
William A. and Christie A. Adams
Robert B. Addis and Kristen A. Ivan
John E. and Judy A. Ahmann
Gayle Arrens
John R. Akin
William D. Aley
John E. and Ann M. Alge
Jeneferer A. Allman-Sporsot
Andrew M. and Deborah A. Allen
Charles R. and Shirley Allen
Christopher E. and Cynthia Allen
Margaret and Michael B. Allen
Rosemary K. and Thomas P. Allen
Glenn N. Alquist
Lindsey C. and Donna J. Alpers
Donald M. and Susan H. Alpinen
Manuel G. Alvarez
Angela and Robert F. Amaranita
Mary Y. Anato
Brian P. and Kathryn C. Anderson
Christine A. and Steven C. Anderson
Don A. and Barbara J. Anderson
John K. and Patricia M. Anderson
Kathleen and Steven Anderson
Kenneth D. Anderson
Rodger J. and Steve Anderson
Kirt S. Andrus
Andrew M. and Cynthia G. Anthony
Sally and Richard Antuna
John V. and Linda A. Arzaline
Jennifer E. Ashby
Elizabeth E. Apleton
Peter D. and Audrey Aracito
Cheryl A. and Richard Argentini
William W. and Doris H. Arminnout
Joni M. and Michael T. Armstrong
Paul R. and Alice A. Armstrong
Patrick T. Arredondo
Mark M. Agramian and Fariba Sherkat
Fayaz and Kausar S. Agheer
Christopher C. Ashley
Clint and Maureen Amsussen
Susan N. and Charles B. Atteie
Thomas A. and Dana M. Atmore
Jeanne M. and David B. Atox
Frank Aul der Maa Jeur
Julie M. and Richard L. Auleb
Susan M. Autio
Regginalo Avdol
Steven E. Avery
Steven M. and Ursula V. Avila
Richard A. and Judith E. Ayres
Linda W. and Loren M. Azevedo
Melvin H. and Sharon M. Bachman
Lawrence R. Baer and Stephanie D. Klein
Mark K. and Patricia M. Bagley
Barbara J. and Peter A. Baird
Deborah A. and Paul A. Baker
Nancy E. Baker
Robin P. and Patty Baldwin
Sharon V. Baldwin
Nancy D. and Bonnie J. Belkild
Sean A. and Kathy A. Belfour
Karen R. Bangs
Ronald E. and Brenda F. Baniaga
Harry G. Banks III
Virginia and Yona Bareash
Nasrin A. and Ralph H. Barbee
Robert W. Wilbur
Kate Wilding
John S. and Pamela E. Wilkinson
Arthur C. Williams Jr.
Berry L. and Stacey L. Williams
Benjamin A. and Kathleen L. Williams
Janie and Loren D. Williams
Nathanial J. Williams
Susan L. Williams
Denton J. Wilson
Malcolm W. and Loris D. Wilson
Randall L. Wilson
Richard W. and Donnie Wilson
Harriet M. and Larry F. Wrinstein
Cindy D. and Karl F. Wittstrom
Nancy C. and Randall L. Wolfe
Wayne H. Womer
William K. and Yan Y. Woc
Ned Wood
James and Sharyn Woolaway
David A. and Bonnie F. Wotlworth
David A. Wright
Tamara L. and Michael D. Wright
Wendy D. Wyckert
James M. Xico and Pamela A. Miller
Emil A. and Miyo K. Yappert
Russell L. and Alice F. Yensen
Laura J. and Daniel L. Yorke
Andrew E. and Mera K. Young
Hannah S. and John R. Bergen
Marilyn K. Bergerud
Barbara and Bryan Bergsteinson
Patricia D. and Philip J. Bernard
Andrew L. and Janet C. Bertagna
Dina L. Bettinossi
Kirk R. Betley
Terry R. and Terry D. Bezzant
Daniel J. and Karen L. Bezzant
Phillip H. Biles
Charles K. and Imelda C. Birckett
Karen M. Birks
Howard W. and Mary E. Bissell
Deborah P. and Murphy Evans
Ronald L. and Julie Black
Jordan M. and Norma Blanchard
Richard Block
John J. and Elizabeth D. Blasius
Steven J. Blatt and Janet Tice
Brian J. and Jeanette M. Blomquist
Brian R. Bloom
Nancy S. and Stacy A. Bloom
George E. and Susan N. Biro
Terri A. and Fred W. Bogart
Robert K. Boh
Bryan and Linda Bone
John M. and Kim L. Bonfice
Ray Boren
Laurie J. and Lawrence M. Borello
Cynthia A. Boresch
Raymond Borges
Concoponc R. and Victor Franco S. Borlaza
Ronald Borrow
Stephen W. Bosetti
Donald W. and Janice M. Boson
Michael D. Bouquet
Charles A. and Jeanne Bova
Cynthia W. and John H. Bowen
Stacy L. and John D. Bowler
Robert F. Bowman
Clyde C. and Diana Young
Michael J. and Tina Young
Ronald E. and Valerie J. Zabko
Isaac Zeharini
Roger G. Zanetti
Heleine D. and John P. Zemer
Ed and Jo A. Zachau

Carl Beck Society


# Deceased

Anonymous Donor
Sally and Richard Antuna
Linda C. and Robert Barbero
Denise Altermu-Barden and Al Barden
Michael S. Bardley
Susan Barkis
Audrey Bardstall
Joel R. Barlow
Frank A. and Edith L. Barnett
Amanda K. and Daniel W. Bartel
Maria C. Bartel
Karen Bartelson
Allison C. and Andrew J. Barton
Robert E. Barwick II
Robert E. and Allison J. Besansee
Patricia A. Bates and Richard E. Haferfield
Anita L. Baughman
Barbara M. and Nanny H. Bautista
Ronda Beaman and Paul G. Stoltz
Ann and William P. Beaton
Robert F. and Susan M. Beatty
Fredrick P. Bechtold
Gary L. Bechtold
Jamie D. and Larry E. Bechtold
Diane M. and Jonathan P. Becker
Eileen and James L. Beckley
Gwendolyn A. and Michael J. Becknell
Tom Beckwith
Mary J. and Peter Berteisi
William A. and Marjory Beekman
Adele W. and William H. Bohn
Louise E. and Janet Behrens
Spencer M. Beil
Sharon A. and Norman J. Bello
Katherine M. and Kurt E. Bellissi
Marline A. and Steve W. Bell
Alison C. and Michael E. Bellinger
Brady G. Bennett
Daniel B. Bennett
John J. and Sheryl L. Benoit

Hannah S. and John R. Bergen
Marilyn K. Bergerud
Barbara and Bryan Bergsteinson
Patricia D. and Philip J. Bernard
Andrew L. and Janet C. Bertagna
Dina L. Bettinossi
Kirk R. Betley
Terry R. and Terry D. Bezzant
Daniel J. and Karen L. Bezzant
Phillip H. Biles
Charles K. and Imelda C. Birckett
Karen M. Birks
Howard W. and Mary E. Bissell
Deborah P. and Murphy Evans
Ronald L. and Julie Black
Jordan M. and Norma Blanchard
Richard Bland
John J. and Elizabeth D. Blasius
Steven J. Blatt and Janet Tice
Brian J. and Jeanette M. Blomquist
Brian R. Bloom
Nancy S. and Stacy A. Bloom
George E. and Susan N. Biro
Terri A. and Fred W. Bogart
Robert K. Boh
Bryan and Linda Bone
John M. and Kim L. Bonfice
Ray Boren
Laurie J. and Lance M. Borello
Cynthia A. Boresch
Raymond Borges
Concoponc R. and Victor Franco S. Borlaza
Ronald Borrow
Stephen W. Bosetti
Donald W. and Janice M. Boson
Michael D. Bouquet
Charles A. and Jeanne Bova
Cynthia W. and John H. Bowen
Stacy L. and John D. Bowler
Robert F. Bowman
Betsy Bowyer
Bradford L. and Emily A. Boyes
Linda A. Boyle-Simpkins and Terence D. Simpkins
Leroy W. and Margarete A. Bracken
Raymond E. and Sonya E. Bracken
Timothy S. Bradley and Janina L. Silva
Wendy M. Brady
Randall S. Brane
Kathy and William J. Brandenberg
Richard L. Brannan
Dianna L. and Richard Branning
Robert J. Braun
Erling A. and Karen M. Breckman
George A. Brennan
Philip and Sylvia T. Brennan
Nicolellette and Richard Breschin
William B. Brewster and John E. Osthues
William D. Brick
Richard Brodzinsky
Patrick Broson
Ann N. and Lloyd W. Brooks
David K. Brooks
Helin B. and William R. Brooks
Arto and Launcorne Broun
Gary N. and Karen C. Brown
Kymbileen R. and Louise A. Brown
Robert S. Brown
Lawrence W. Brownie
Becky and Paul Brownfield
Keith Brooms
Cheryl M. and William J. Brummitt
Paul B. and Sandra L. Bruno
Rebecia G. and Salvatore M. Bruno
Jennifer R. and Jason A. Brusa
Montford R. and Kathleen M. Bryan
Ray M. Buban
Gregory F. Buchanan and Christine J. Kolberg
Carol H. and Dennis W. Buckley
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Margaret D. and Troy S. Ford
Andy and Shelley H. Ferrant
Linda and Michael A. Fortune
Cynthia Foulton
Richard W. and Terry B. Fowler
Norman R. Fox
Ronald C. Fox
Charles J. Frank
Bob and Theresa M. Frappia
Robert C. and Shannon K. Fraser
William P. Frederickson
Shawn G. and David R. Freeman
Sicney G. and Theresa L. Frenou
Dorothy L. and
Wolfgang A. Friedmann
Scott R. and Susan W. Fries
Cheryl and Loren Friesen
Gary D. and Sandra K. Fryer
Jean and Marcus Fuh
Edna T. and Goro I. Fujii
Joyann and William P. Fanston
Ronald J. and Diane Furtado
Douglas J. and Eleanor E. Gabriel
Malcolm R. and Lesia P. Geddis
James J. Gahan IV
Alfred and Eleanor E. Galimba
Richard C. Gan
Delmar L. and Kellie A. Garcia
Feliciana and Walter U. Garcia
John M. and Kathy A. Gagan
Harry and Roberta J. Garland
Debbie Garner
James D. and Patricia D. Garrett
Wolfgang J. and Susanne Garter
Dewey M. and Janet E. Garwood
Barbara J. Gates
Harold E. Gay
Robert R. Gayle
Vincent P. and Diane J. Genco
Cheryl A. and Hugh G. Gerhardt
Jason B. Geyer
Maristana and Victor J. Giacalone
Gordon Giacomazzi
David B. and Shanda Gibbs
Dennis J. and Marian L. Gibson
Paul D. Gibson
Heather R. and Richard B. Gilbert
Richard L. and Nancy L. Gilbert
Kristine and Otis Gillespie
Mark D. and Penny S. Gillette
James G. and Judy M. Gillivan
Michael L. and Teresa G. Gilmore
Linda J. Gleeson
Debbie Glover
Rodney L. and Vargella D. Glover
Mary Ann and Neil M. Goff
Kathy Golden
Mark F. and Andrea Goldsmith
Kathy Gomer
Charles B. and Leslie R. Gompertz
Javier and
Shannon Gonzalez-Camarillo
Gigliela G. Goochey
Thomas A. Gomery Jr.
Les Goss and Melissa Walker
Jerry and Sandy Grothe
Itsum G. and Mary Goto
Michael E. Gouveja
George N. Gough
Reyla Graber
Charles W. and Nedra G. Grabowski
Chris J. and Rhonda S. Graef
Gary E. and Cynthia L. Grafius
Derek E. Grapson and Grace A. Neff
Albert E. and Kathleen N. Graham
Gilbert W. and Ann E. Graham
Pamela Graham
Gerry and Jurgen Granckow
Jeni G. Granada
Bob Granon
Lauretta R. and Seaton H. Graves
Bret A. Green
Charles A. Green and
Christine M. and Jon C. Greenall
D. Wylie and Janet W. Graig
Douglas J. and Linda Grene
Eordon D. and Sandra D. Grey
Leith J. Griffith
Mary J. Griffith
Charles C. and Mary C. Grimmer
Art W. and Barbara Grinnitt
Henry K. and Joyce A. Gronnos
Holly Gunntanner
Harold D. and Jan M. Gurname
Bernard S. and Susan A. Guenzma
Diark A. and Nancy J. Haarberg
Allan S. and Deborah K. Haddad
William G. Haddack
Anne M. and Dan A. Hadley
James R. and Malla Hadley
Scott R. Haaglade
Christopher S. and Heidi S. Hagler
Richard D. and Vera G. Haigler
John R. and Peggy L. Hallcimb
Lawrence L. and Jennifer L. Hall
Michael H. and Wendy H. Hall
Raymond J. Hall
Cathy R. and Brent G. Hallock
Gary P. and Nicola Hamilton
Jennifer N. Hamter
Theodore F. Hamam
John R. and Marjorie Hamon
David A. and Jill E. Hampton
Scott R. Hancock and
Stephanie A. Ludi
Rena A. and Donald R. Hanks
Michael S. Harlan
James Hannah and Jo Ellen Hao
Ross B. and Susan D. Harribal
Carolyn M. Hansen
Curtis W. and Dana L. Hansen
Mary C. Hansen
Kathleen R. Harris
M. Diane and Maynard C. Harding
Nancy Harkness
Kris and Peri Harman
Jim and Teresa Harper
Alvin M. Harris
Craig R. and Tammy L. Harris
Patricia F. and Rhea Harris
Rebecca A. Harris
Sandra V. and Walter L. Harris
Patrick J. Harrison
Carolyn S. and Keith Harter
Keith S. Harter
Lorrie Harter
Jeanne L. and Philip A. Hartlaub
Kathryn S. and William F. Hartman
Victoria J. and William G. Hartmann
Kelly G. and Peter Hartshorn
Jonathan and Thalia T. Hastings
Kevin C. and Kristen Heubler
Allan J. Heuck
Charles R. Hauner
Russell J. Havens and Worthy Liein
Dennis J. Hawk
Richard D. Hawkins
Roger P. Hawkins
Stacey M. Hawley
Dayle V. and Nicholas F. Hayes
Kenneth D. Haynes
Robert W. Hayes
David H. Headrick
Joseph P. and Susan N. Healy
Martin J. Healy Jr.
Helen A. Helt
Ali A. Hermann
Ellen M. and Patricia T. Hemahan
Brian D. and Nannette G. Henderson
Joseph F. and Kimberly J. Herings
Chris and Kristin Hermes
Penny M. Hemesdorfer
Armando and Maria J. Hernandez
Cecil A. Hernandez
Larry D. Henton
Roberta J. Herter
Amy B. Hewes and Kevin J. Clark
William R. and Jacqueline B. Hicks
Clifton O. and
Rose Mary R. Higgin
Allan L. and Mary A. Highstreet
Estela H. and Pedro D. Hilara
Nancy J. Hikra and
Jeffrey M. Solinski
David L. and Marianne G. Hill
Kevin N. Hill
Andrew F. and Valerie I. Hillias
Linda B. Hillman
James L. and Rebecca L. Hillman
Gary L. and Bonnie R. Hitchcock
Ellie and Rick Hively
Angela M. Ho
Peggy H. and Richard A. Hobbie
Cheryl D. and Tracey L. Hockett
James L. and Marjorie M. Hodel
Janet K. and William E. Hodge
Caroline and William Hoekstra
Lawrence E. Hogan
Kathryn J. and
Stephen J. Hohenrieder
John P. Holler
Debbi and Herb Holt
J. C. and Sheryl A. Holt
Kenny Horn
Saman J. Honeyman
Amy K. Hooper
Steven R. and ging L. Hooper
Anna C. and Darren M. Hopkins
William B. and Cathleen Hopper
Joseph A. and Linda Horwedel
William S. and Jean Hotchkiss
Carolyn and Leland B. Housman
Ashley D. Howe
Carl W. Howe
Dylan D. and Kristin E. Howes
Dennis L. and Carol L. Howland
John W. and Elizabeth B. Hoxie
Mitchell M. Hau
Bridget F. and Jon C. Hubbard
Felicia V. and Paul D. Hucakba
Karen T. and Wesley Huff
Annaquake L. and Joseph A. Hugh
Bill Huggen
Jan K. Hughes
Kwong Y. and Vivian M. Hui
Cathleen E. and Edwin Hulbert
Stephen H. Humason
Anna M. and Hasil S. Humaydan
Ted and Cindy Humphry
Eugene J. and Christine M. Hunner
George E. and Berta Hurley
David T. Hurst
Stuart N. Husband
Walter V. Hutcheson
Stephen T. Huyler and
Denise R. M. Huyson
Danh Huyhn and An Tran
Elizabeth Hyde
Edgar A. Hyer
Emiko and Masahiro Itoh
Jennifer L. Ignacio
Serin and Marion M. Ikada
James S. Irvine and Anne Ladd
Michael D. Isinlin
Frank J. Isola and
Mango Mynderse-Isola
Paul B. Israel
Karen M. and Steven F. Ivanick
Randall H. and Kathryn B. Iwasaki
Lauren E. Howey
Maria A. Jackson
Mark A. Jackson
Brian G. Jacobs
Elizabeth A. and Michael S. Jacobs
Beverly and Jay Z. James
Jim and Perry Jamieson
Steven M. Janowski
Richard H. Janney
Jeffery D. and Kathryn G. Jansson
Pamela M. Jarvis
Edwin H. and Paula E. Jaster
Jeffrey O. and Johanna L. Jay
Donald F. Jeanson
Peter Y. Jen
June and Leslie Johnsen
Carrie L. and Philip Johnson
Craig M. Johnson
David W. and Sarah J. Johnson
Gary L. Johnson
Jack T. Johnson
James and Lori Johnson
John F. and Nancy L. Johnson
Kristy D. Johnson
Mary L. Johnson
Richard F. and Marjory F. Johnson
Gregory R. Jokela
Richard W. Jolliff Jr.
David Jones
Donald E. Jones
John F. and Dorothy J. Jones
John W. Jones Jr.
William R. Jones and Linda Hynson
Jonathan and Rebecca Jordan
Albert J. and Delores Jorge
Sandra M. Jorgenson
Eve E. and Michael S. Joseph
Joseph H. and Sharon D. Julier
Pamela June
Linda K. and William H. Kahr
Dwight N. and Sheila D. Kaiser
Kenneth A. and Donna L. Kalla
David M. Kane
Vivian Kane
Barbara A. Beegar-Kanner and
David T. Kanner
Calvin A. and Sharon M. Kano
Katie and Kenneth Karas
Michael L. and Laurie T. Kares
David and Navette Karin
Dean and Julie Kamzuas
Denis W. and Leslie Kasten
Patrick M. and
Patrick M. Kawaguchi
Katharine O. and Thomas A. Kearney
Randall J. and Kathy L. Keiser
Geaely L. and Randall T. Keith
Richard F. Keith
John C. and Nancy L. Kelley
Kim and Mark L. Kelly
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Shauna F. Kelly
Harold L. Kelso
Jim and Linda Keitner
Patrick M. Kemp
Pamela H. and Richard J. Karpant
Karen M. and Richard H. Kendall
Catherine M. and John R. Kenny
Joella G. and Jonathan S. Kernit
Antonia A. and Jeffrey E. Kerney
Ryan A. Kersting
Kathleen R. Allenbach and Phil Kesler
Paul and Teresa Keswick
John R. Ketchem and Kelly Moore
Betty and Bob Kidwell
Dennis D. Kim and Jung H. Choi
Samatha Y. Kim
Bruce G. and Kristine A. Kimble
Sharon K. and Y. Laurence Kimura
Paul D. King
Craig A. and Ann Kingsbury
Ann L. and William J. Kinnett
Donald R. Kinney
Diana L. Kinunan
Thomas R. Kipp
Martha W. and John S. Kirsten
Kelly M. and Paul A. Kitchell
Lindsey E. Klaus
Walter M. and Helga Kliewer
Donald P. Kline
Jennifer M. and Kyle R. Klopper
Charles and Margaret M. Kluiker
Carolyn L. Knight
Luana M. and Chris Knowlton
Mark P. Knudsen
Hitoshi F. and Hiroko Kobayashi
Curts A. Kolar and
Giorgani D. Wingerson
Faysal A. Kolkaleh
Leah Koll
Denise M. and Stephen C. Kora
Kathleen T. and W. James Kaser
Earl J. and Kathleen A. Koski
Marvin J. Kouf Jr.
Richard A. Kowach
David S. and Margaret E. Kraft
Susan Childers-Kraft and
William F. Kraft
Bob and Kathleen Krak
Mike Kroger
Mark P. Kreis
Linda Kristerson
Andrew and Shelley S. Kronkler
David L. and Sharon Krulwich
Patricia K. Kubo
Edwin A. Kubota
Sharon M. Kupa
Sharon and Keith Kuhlenschmidt
Teresa K. and Theodore D. Kujawski
Joseph F. Kusick Jr.
Thomas M. Kaytendall
Dan and Gay Keilma
Barbara A. and Richard Kweller
Robert P. Labacherie
Pamathshu and Pushkarsh Lad
Nancy A. and Elizabeth LaFerriere
William R. LaFontaine Jr.
Jack E. Lagler
Beverly B. Laios
Royce L. and Glaria J. Lambert
Kathleen F. and Wayne S. Lannom
Kathryn A. and Charles A. Lancaster
Michael R. Land and Patricia Feeen
Donato G. and Estela V. Lane
George L. Lang
John D. and Patricia B. Lang
Irene LaPointe
Elizabeth A. Larkin
J. M. Larocco
Jeffrey A. and Kathy S. Larsen
Niles E. Larsen
James B. and Arlene F. Lau
Richard K. Lau
Cathleen and Jacques H. Lafuer
Alan M. and Monica Lauruard
Sally C. Brown-Launinh and
Deibert W. Launuh
Jacqueline C. Lew
Gordon and Karen D. Lazarus
Alice M. and Russell S. Leavitt
Albert P. and Mariette Lee
Darlene J. Lee and
Brendan M. Brocken
Katherine Lee
Kathleen B. and Lawrence D. Lee
Paul J. Lee
Philip C. Lee
Robert E. Lee
David D. Lees
David C. and Martha A. Lehmann
Laszlo and Maria Leiner
Jason M. Lenn
Susan R. and Thomas F. Lennon
Edwin A. and Marcia L. Lenk
Joseph K. Leonard
Billie and Kenneth J. Lepere
Tanya L. Drake and Jay C. Leslie
Stanley E. Lester
Dennis L. Leung
Paul A. Lewis
Ronald E. Lewis II
Scott J. Lewis
Jeffrey S. and Pauline H. Liang
Joseph M. Lilly and
Karna M. Marques
Joseph M. Lima
Edward Limb
John A. and Teri A. Lind
Kathryn and Ron Lindeboom
John and Lois Lindsey
Christine M. Link
John K. Lloyd
Jannette S. and Ted A. Locker
Daniel P. and Laurie Lodolo
Helen M. and Peter G. Loveeinstein
Cathy V. and David H. Loh
James and Amy Lombardi
Ariana S. Long and Donald J. Herinckx
Linda L. Long
Stephen E. and Debra Loomis
Edward A. Lopes
Karen M. and Patricia Lopes
Raymond and Rene Marie Lopes
Beatinz and Rick Lopez
Douglas M. and Marie Lopes
Stephen M. Lopez and
Molly Morrison-Lopez
Richard S. and Donna M. Loralin
Edward R. and Mary J. Lancari
Fred L. and Patty G. Lory
Gary S. Louie
Lawrence W. Louie
Patti M. and Steve Lovernmark
Alexander B. and Helene Lowe
Christopher P. Low and
Dina Gonzalez
James R. Ludden Jr.
Gregory S. and Therese R. Lukens
Bret A. Lunde
Keith R. and Julie Luntquist
John P. and Wylie K. Lunsford
Patricia D. and Patrick B. Lutz
Daniel D. and Joanna I. Lyding
Heather R. and Kevin P. Lynch
Bill J. and Sury J. Lyons
Geneve and Richard D. Macaluso
Julie and Leo Macaluso
Edward Machado Jr.
Justina B. and Robert A. Machado
Peggy A. and Scott Macine
Nachappa M. Madhavan and
Anusuya Subramanian
Ronald F. Majekie Jr.
Mark L. Major
Yeprosas L. and
Lorraine Makoudian
Linda D. Malbin
Dick and Sandy Mannini
Carolyn P. and Jeff Mansfield
Bryant S. Mantiply
Michel S. and W. Patrick Manom
Wayne and Darlene Maples
Edward H. and Ruthanne G. Marble
Joseph A. and Florence K. Marca
Jon E. Maring
Thomas J. and Nancy Maring
Gary and Maria S. Markspan
Tim Marks and Suzanne Tucker
Maxwell D. Marques
William D. and Ann M. Marsalek
Brian J. and Nancy M. Martin
Gary B. and Mary S. Martin
Jennifer A. Martin
Maryanne Martin
Melvin M. Martin
Barbara L. Martellini
Gene and Magrie Martinez
Andrew P. and Marilin V. Masciez
Debra S. and Martin W. Mason
Donald W. Mason
Neal K. Mason
Charles T. and Swina M. Mascotche
Jenny Matvia
Ronald L. and Arthid L. Maurel
Roger A. and Loni W. May
David K. Mayeda and W. J. Horn
Carolyn A. Meyes
Ken Mazawa and
Mary M. McDonald
Ralph J. McCanna
James P. McCarthy
Patrick McCarthy
Altha J. McCaw
Pennsylvania
Nadyne B. and Nigel M. McClurg
Jeffrey T. and Carolyn McCormack
Diane A. and Tracey J. McCormick
John T. Meditiv
Christina Amaral-McDonnell and
Ed McDonald
Jennifer and Tim McDonald
Angela A. McDonnell
Susan E. and Kevin McDonald
William W. and Dorothy McDowell
Michael J. McEnery
Kevin J. and Patricia R. McGrath
Jerry R. McGuire
Edward J. and Bonnie McKinney
Raymond R. and Nancy McKelvey
Michael A. and
Peggy E. Maclaughlin
Edward C. and Debra Maclaughlin
Thomas M. McLean
Beverly E. McLeod
Debbie W. and John P. McManus
Seamus J. and
Simone M. McNab\nEvan W. and Lisa A. McMasters
Diana K. and Michael J. McMurty
John M. and Pamela A. McPherson
Brian J. and Christie A. McQuade
Van and Jo McShee
Ruth V. Meck
Karen and Timothy Medrars
Carol L. and David A. Mederos
Douglas Mederos
Elizabeth T. and Zolin Mehta
Henry and Nancy O. Melgares
Todd L. Mendenz
Adam F. Mendez
Mark and Traflee Mendonca
Greg E. and Leslie M. Menges
Loren S. and Margaret J. Mennrath
Ronald G. and Lucy Ann Mercurio
Andrew G. and Jutta Merriman
David P. Merrick
Dayton C. and Cassandra A. Merritt
Matthew M. Merritt
Charles A. and Kathleen T. Meyer
Claudio F. and Laine R. Meyer
Dorothy M. and John A. Mellickmore
John R. Migliore
Carole and Courtney Miles
Richard E. and Judy A. Millanias
David R. and Vicki Milland
Christian P. Miller
Holley M. and Christopher S. Miller
Mark A. Miller
Michael R. and Vita Miller
William R. Miller
Donald F. Mills
Peter and Mary Mills
Allen G. and Susan Minkel
David H. Minnihan
Thomas E. Mitchell
Cory I. Mitsui
Gail A. and Jeff Miter
Vernon A. Mize
Lori E. Mitsuoka
Ellen D. and Norman W. Modglin
John D. Moiola
Bonne J. Molsion
shan P. Monahan
Jane and Rick S. Monroe
Albert J. and Martha Monsanto
Anne and Lynn Monohan
Diane N. and Thomas P. Mooney
John A. and Linda Moses
Alison E. and Thomas R. Moore
Nathan A. Moore
Michael A. and Peggy D. Moreci
Betsy and Greg Morgan
Joseph H. and Lucy M. Morgan
Eric G. and Olga Morham
Kyle A. Morham
Dennis Moritz and
Susan Smeltz-Moritz
Jennifer and Mitch Morrison
Jacki and Tom Mork
Midge Mossberg
Charles H. Motte Jr.
Faye E. Mowery
Barbara C. and John L. Mudge
Linda P. Muenter
Patrick J. Mulaire
Gabrielle and Robert Mullinax
Kristen and Robin W. Munder
Robert G. and Tamara K. Munger
Lisa A. and Matthew G. Muniz
Thomas W. Munter
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Mike F. and Linda G. Silver
Paulette and Richard L. Silver
Alexander F. and Kathy G. Simas
Richard D. Simmons
Kathleen J. Jones-Simon and
Philip E. Simon
Janet and John S. Simonsen
Robert A. Simpson
Susan C. Simpson
Michael L and Sharon A. Singleton
John J. and Mary Anne Sisk
Laura L. Spberg
Savina M. and William M. Skeehan
Pamela A. Slater
Dwayne B. Slivon
Nancy B. and Thomas B. Sleeman
Bruce A. Smith
Elisabeth A. Smith
Gayle B. and Paul T. Smith
Lori P. and Scott S. Smith
Mark H. Smith
Robert B. Smith
Teresa Smith
Willbur H. Smith III
Larry D. and Winona A. Smyth
Jessica L. Sneed
Robert S. Snyder
Nanenine M. and Steven J. Socolov
Francis J. Soffey
Joseph S. and Yvonne M. Solari
Michael A. and Susana C. Solazzo
Susan and Tinus Sonseta
William G. and Michele L. Sooy
Kristian P. and Linda G. Sorensen
Bryan A. and Cynthia L. Span
Ernie and Nichola Spichuk
Christine A. Spencer
Lauren Spencer and
Michael K. Wood
Todd E. Sperber
Keleko Stahler
Anthony C. and
Elizabeth A. Stailings
Lynette G. Stanchina
Christopher and Jamie Stanskus
Elizabeth Stein
Kathleen M. and
Robert L. Steinbaugh
Darryl C. Steinbeck
Alan W. and Carol Ann Stephens
Robert S. and Angelica Stern
Elizabeth P. and James R. Stewart
Marylynn J. Sticicker
Christopher C. Stone
Jeffrey M. Stought
Stacey R. Stowe
David L. Strathern Jr.
Allison C. and Brian E. Strathmeier
Bud and Maddy Strauss
Robert S. Street
Betty Jean Strombon
Steven W. Strong
Anne M. and David F. Stroud
William F. and Dorothy M. Strout
Judith A. Stroup
Cynthia F. Stubben
John A. Studek
Joseph M. and Patricia M. Stutz
Mitchell D. Stuve and
Celia Weimer-Stove
Christopher and
Andrea T. Surfleet
John R. and Susan Sudifff
Darryl L. and William A. Svoboda
Michael V. and Judith E. Swanson
Michael and Pamela Swartout
Carole A. and Danielle L. Sweet
Cindy C. and Mark Switzer
Larry T. Switzer
Richard C. Svoboda
James M. and Rebecca S. Szyller
Teresa M. and
Waldemar B. Szwajkowski
Gregory L. and Robin Taber
Julie and Wahid A. Tadros
David R. and Julie Taft
Donna Tamansha
Leslie B. Tanner
Antonia S. and Romel G. Tang
Carina E. Taylor
James L. Taylor
Marleen J. and Michael S. Taylor
Patricia A. and Thomas B. Taylor
Jean M. Tartel
David A. Teitel
Doric L. and Nicholas M. Thiele
Robert D. Thompson
Robert S. Thompson
Scott A. Thompson
James L. Thornby
Susanne J. L. Thoemke
James P. Theroff Jr.
Anne G. and Norman Tiber
John M. and Katherine L. Tiffin
Larry G. and Paulette C. Timmer
Cynthia A. and Robert A. Titchener
Michael A. Titchener
J. Andy and Patricia Tiura
Thomas M. Tobin III
Mike and Vickie L. Torres
Amie A. Toth
Kathleen S. and Thomas J. Toth
Christopher and Kirsten M. Trapani
Gerald L. and Gail A. Trimble
William H. and Patricia Tsai
Ka-Ping and Susan Tsao
Julie M. and Robert S. Tucker
Robette L. and Brian O. Turk
James E. and Vivian G. Turner
Michael W. and Michelle M. Turner
Wendy L. and Ryan Turner
Robert D. and Cynthia A. Tuson
Clark and Louise Tuft
Jack and Jan Tuttle
Gary A. Twigg
Alan B. and Denise B. Tyler
Judith Uffens
Elsie and William Ugarovich
Carolyn M. Ukena
Giovanni Unu
Alan M. and Karen W. Usas
Dorothy M. Valls
Christian W. and Janet Van Beurden
Donald G. and Robin L. Van Buren
Mark G. and Jeanne Van Emmerik
Barbara J. Van Ness
Gary L. and Ness
Arline and Bill Van Ryn
Janice and Randy L. VandenBrink
Cynthia D. and James D. VonHorne
Larry and Mona Vasquez
Allen R. Vaughan
Dennis M. and Susan Veel
Jerry and Adella A. Venneman
Jacob W. and Katherine Verburg
Ronald G. Verburg
John V. and Rita Vidovic
Brett R. Vieira
Maria D. and Saul V. Villaneueva
Scott A. Vincent
Gina and Mitch Visser
Nancy A. and Thomas J. Vogt
Ann M. and John S. Volk
Steven A. and Margaret Vork
Kimberly E. and Darren Vorrath
Chester D. and Joan B. Voss
Jamie H. and Randall C. Voss
Martin Vruesyus
Phraon T. Vu
Andrea R. and
Maryellen C. Vuilleumier
Paul A. Wade
Robert N. and
Rose Marie Wagenaar
Donald M. and Nancy T. Wagner
John and Share Wagner
Phil M. Wagner
Samuel G. Wallace
Scott D. and Susan O. Wallace
Herman E. and Vicki G. Waller
Kendra A. and Christopher T. Walsh
Bradley J. and Marie B. Ward
Carl E. Warden
Leigh and Robert Watkins
Robert E. Weaver
Sandra J. and Thomas G. Weddell
John R. and Sandra T. Weed
Gary L. Weisenberger
Robert J. Weiss
Everett E. and Susan E. Welch
Korean and Mark Welch
Marilyn and Richard F. Weldon
Frank A. Wells and
Nancy C. Whitcher
Michelle M. and Scott E. Wendler
A. Frederick and Magda Wendloff
Paul J. and Deborah L. Wengner
Edward K. and Jane R. Wenzel
John C. Werle
Larry A. and Linda F. Wertheimer
Cynthia and Julies Westlinck
David and Helen Wester
Andrew P. and Susan L. West
Helen A. and James K. West
John and Linda L. West
Rosemary and Steve F. West
Wayne West
Erie R. and
Reuben C. Westmoreland
Thomas A. Whalen Jr.
Tom Whalen
Jo Ann C. and Patrick O. Wheatley
Mary Anne and Michael R. Whittaker
Craig R. White
Donald A. and Lori A. White
Deborah and Jim Whitson
Shawn Wildman
H. Glenn Wight and
Judith W. Whitton
Ali M. and Jean Whighton
Elizabeth A. and Michael Whighton
Margo L. and William C. Wighnton
Linda L. and Mark J. Wilt
Marguerite L. Willbur and
John C. Christiansen
Annette C. and Donald F. Wild
Matthew D. and Mark Wilkins
Leonard D. Wilkins
Catherine M. and
Robert J. Wilkison
Marie M. and Steven F. Will
Christopher R. and Joann Williams
Kirk W. Williams
Scott W. and Elizabeth B. Williams
Bob and Elizabeth Wilson
Dwight and Julia Wilson
Penny M. and Thomas R. Wilson
Albert L. Winn
Dale and Sharon L. Winstow
Pamela A. Winterberg
Patrick M. and Nancy Witz
Kevin C. and Grace E. Witt
Chad T. and Lisa M. Wohlfart
Brian E. Wolfe
Timothy P. and Teresa P. Wolfe
James P. Wolfs
Suzanne B. and Gregory S. Wolf
Dennis and Susan A. Wong
Lily Chin and Stephen W. Wong
Teresa S. Wong
Donald E. and Margaret A. Wood
Kelley and Sheri J. Woodcox
Dennis H. and
Margaret M. Woodrich
Judith and Robert L. Woods
T. W. Woods
Arthur W. and
Patricia A. Worthington
Graham W. and
Wanda R. Wozencroft
David C. and Teresa C. Wright
Linda A. and Mitchell W. Wright
Shoreless S. and Thomas W. Wrigley
James B. and Judy L. Wu
John W. and Zaza H. Wu
Ann D. and John B. Wyatt
George S. and Sheryl M. Yamada
David J. and Isabella Yang
Maria Y. Yanagihara
Philip M. Yee
Barbara A. and Stephen D. Young
Cheryl A. and Danny L. Young
Crystal L. and Richard A. Young
Carlis W. Young
Mary Anne Snyder and
Roger E. Young
Deborah J. and Resti Zabalos
Norman D. and Sandra A. Zachery
Janet R. Zadeh
Robert L. and Deborah E. Zahnert
Michael A. Zieker
Edward D. Zimmerman
Paul J. Zing and
Candace Slater Zingh
Mark A. and Laura L. Zinsa
Gayle and Jack Zonneveld
David B. Zolin
The Legacy Club recognizes those generous individuals who have notified Cal Poly that they have established a planned gift that will benefit the university.

#Deceased

Anonymous Donors (4)
Hayes Agron
Andrew M. and Deborah A. Allen
Donald R. and Wanda Allison
Mary E. Almara
Robert T. Anderson
Carol A. Andrews
M. Richard and Joyce J. Andrews
Richard J. Andrews
Virginia L. and Elliot E. Appleton
Alynn E. and Concettina T. Arnold
Linda A. Ashworth
Anne B. Aven
Steven E. Averey
Josephine G. Avila
Aaron A. and Lyn C. Baker
Robert S. and Bernice L. Baldwin
Robert P. Bellas
Richard W. and Jeanne E. Barnes
Isaac R. and Margaret L. Betsal
James W. Bear
Harlan W. Beck
Ben M. Beeley and Colleen Kelly
Peter H. and Ida Mae H. Berg
Richard J. Bergfield
Richard A. Bergquist and Lynn A. Loughery
Arel W. and Ellen M. Berrier
Louisa J. Brinck
Barbara A. Bobbeng
William V. and Margaret A. Botts
Fred F. and Margaret Bradley
James E. Brennan
Sylvia Knight Briddon and Wayne H. Briddon
William R. Brodbel	
Frisbie V. Brown
Susan Fleisher Brown and Robert F. Brown
Judith A. Burcher
Carol A. and Jeff Burgh
Richard L. and Barbara L. Burkhalter
James A. Caine
Helga R. Carden
Lark P. Carter
Everett M. and Arlene B. Chandler
Barbara and Don Chaplin
Clifford W. Chapman and Gene A. Shiflet
Sue Childers and JoAnn Childers
Thomas T. and Lucia T. Chou
William D. and Helena L. Chow
Paul J. Codikes
Terry D. and MaryBeth N. Cook
Albert and Gloria R. Copeland
Joseph W. and Victoria E. Cortchelt
George H. and Becky J. Coughlin
Jerry L. Counts
Robert D. Covarden
Richard D. and Adelle Louise Crawford
Lance P. and Anita Cross
Lewis A. and Sandra R. Dyer
Charles H. Dana Jr.
John L. and Barbara S. Dawson
Norma E. Deener
Michael W. and Susan J. Deisenroth
Lori A. DelMatters
Richard and Marilyn J. Denno
Robert C. and Susan J. Dietweiler
Lee A. Doble
Elizabeth L. Nilsen Doble
Betty Lou Durham
Patrick M. Edwards and Yohan Loh
Richard E. Ellsion
Katherine Estelle
Allan L. and Joan W. Evans
William D. Evans
Bob and Joan Field
Florence E. Fisher
Harold R. and Virginia D. Fluherty
Millard Foster
William B. and Judith M. Freck
Woody H. and Adele H. Frey
Mary Fran Fryer
Daniel C. Fulmer
Jack M. Fulton
John R. Furtado and Maria T. McCullough
Jessica A. Golits
Ken and Gay Gerlack
James G. and Judy M. Gilliver
Charles D. and Neva S. Glenn
Alvin Green
Daniel W. and Karen L. Hancock
Melanie L. Hanks
Charles J. Hanks
David W. Harring
Beverly B. Hardy
Edna R. Harrison
Margaret J. Hartman and Robert G. Zanhay
Raymond S. and Dorothea S. Herwood
Jack K. Heinrich and Mary R. Limoga
Richard and Sharon Herrman
John C. and Laura Hershman
George E. and Yola J. Hesser
M. Joyce Hoffman
Gerald W. Holindahl
Frederick T. and Judi A. Honore
Bruce and Louise Hubal
Daisy J. Hudson
Mark G. and Carolice A. Huffaker
Richard D. and Patricia A. Huffman
Darlene and Roy Huthcison
Diane and Donald Jackson
Charles E. and Claire R. Jacobson
Everett C. and Ruth D. Jahr
Karen L. Joseph
Glenn H. and Harriett A. Kardel
Jack and Marie Kerns
Mark A. and Maryl R. Kent
Mary H. King
Gary L. and Claudia L. King
Paul D. King
Steve T. Kobara
Kenneth M. and Patricia S. Kohlen
Robert Laher and Bruce C. Stuart
Jeanne Larson
James B. and Arlene F. Lau
Una C. Laumann
Ethel A. and Eugene C. Lenz
George M. and Alice L. Lefty
William R. and Kady Livesay
James N. and Betty Mae Locke
Craig M. and Laura K. Lossie
Herbert F. Lowe
Henry E. Madison
Donald E. Markewich
Margaret A. and Richard E. Martindale
George D. and Barbara M. Mason
Glen A. and MaryAnn Manesnon
Carmen B. Mazzia
Kant W. Mazzia
Michael McColl and Joyce Kamler-McColl
Michael D. McDiskey
Claire W. and David E. McFeely
George C. Mclothan
Robert D. and Maggie A. McMillan
Alex and Colleen A. Merendino
John L. and Sarah G. Merrim
James D. Michel and Martha J. Michel
Thomas E. Mitch
Eric R. Morey
Albert S. and Patricia R. Moriarty
Don M. and Jean L. Morris
Marjory J. Morris
Tom Mueller
Judith A. and M. Bradley Munt
Alice Parks Nelson
Mary H. King
C. J. and Mary Kay Nelson
Carolina H. and Jaime Oxacax
Katherine S. and Selichi Odo
Cynthia L. and Donald H. Osborne
Peter M. and Diane K. Oser
Donald R. Paxton
Steven R. and Carol J. Pearson
Delbert C. Peterson
Barry L. and Linda A. Phillips
Milo V. and Merle A. Price
Jeremy M. Prior
James M. and Vicki K. Pyle
John A. Reid
Ruth B. Renihan
Broder J. and Sheila A. Rewert
Robert W. and Ellicor L. Rivers
Jack and Donna Roddy
Irene G. Rogers
Kenneth L. Rodsmith and Lynne O’Connor
Kenneth R. and Terry J. San Filippo
Fred C. and Pauline H. Schack
Richard O. Schade
Michael L. and Loretta L. Schield
Andrew Schwartz
Robert L. and Martha E. Scuffield
Barbara A. Scott
Eldon D. and Karen Shiftman
Glenis and Larry Shupnick
Jon D. and Kathryn S. Silverman
Laurie A. Simerson
Richard D. Simons
Joan A. Simpson
James and Norma M. Sinton
W. Sheldon and Carol E. Skiff
Helen L. Smith
Jack T. and Alice Spaulding
Ardine Steinert
Wayne R. Stickles
Susan C. Stroh
Michal G. Suchyta
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Moon Ja Minn and Paul T. Suhr
Clifton E. and L. Jane Swanson
Jon M. Tabott
Robert S. Thompson
Sheila L. Tiber and *Yosef L. Tiber
Raymond L. Travers
James W. Truxel and
*Nancy M. Truxel
Basil R. Twist and *Audrey S. Twist
Richard L. and Kittle S. Udd
Joseph A. Uremovich
David G. Vendermolen
Charles A. and Susan Vencill
Joan Verdugo
Allan E. Vozg
Shirley H. Walker
John S. and Roberta B. Ward
Grace Warren
Robert G. Wayne Jr.
Francis L. White
Max T. Wills and *Susan Currier
Scott and Clarli Wilson
John H. Wingate Jr.
Gene E. Wollenberg
Dennis H. and
Margaret M. Woodrich
David A. and Bonnie E. Woolworth
Janice K. Wright
Paul E. and Virginia P. Wright
Albert R. and Ruth E. Yackle
Emil A. and Myco K. Yoppert
Steven H. Yona
Harold R. and Rann M. Young
Blair and Barbara Zajac
Paul J. Zing and
Candace Slater Zingg

Honor Gifts

Gifts were made in honor of the following individuals between July 1, 2005, and June 30, 2006.

Anonymous Donor
Don J. Adams
Vincent J. Aguilar
John W. Algeo
Alfred W. and Rose M. Amaral
Warren R. Anderson
Carly Fitzsimons and
Warren J. Baker
James L. Beirne Jr.
Peter A. Bedegei
Cindee J. Bennett-Thompson

Bridget G. Bansen
Gianna M. Benson
Robert M. Brandenberger
Ashley M. Bridges
Everett M. Chandler
Daniel C. Chase
Thomas T. and Lucia T. Chou
James M. Denux
Lisa K. Fabiny
Everett G. Fiores
William D. Forger

Joseph Guidetti
Patricia G. and Terrance J. Guidetti
Margery J. Harris
James H. Hayes
Robert W. Hill
Brett A. Honore
Erik K. Horone
Edgar A. Hye
Daniel L. Ijams
Stephen L. Ijams

derek J. Johnson
Roger B. Kelly
Harry M. Khalif
Todd A. Krasen
John R. Lindvall
Bernice B. Laughren-Nicholson
Al Maritime
Hilary A. Maxwell
Nancy L. McCracken
Michael E. McDougall
June King McFee
Don M. Morris
Christopher M. Pasillas
Jonell L. and Philip Price
Thomas A. Ruehr
L. Diane Ryan Ferrante
Dorothy Sabol
Jeff P. Schenker
Shelby Soares
Alex G. Sparos
Clifton E. Swanson
Meiareen M. Wharton

Memorial Gifts

Gifts were made in memory of the following individuals between July 1, 2005, and June 30, 2006.

Emily N. Alstot
Anthony J. Amato
Richard Anderson
Viola M. Andreini
Michael T. Andrews
Herschel L. Apfelberg
Howard M. Bennett
Jorg A. Bertels
George B. Beatle
James B. Beck
Arthur T. Bell
Prentiss J. Bowden
Rosemary C. Bowker
Grant M. Brown
Howard C. Brown
Herbert H. Burlingham
Ruth H. Burlingham
Gordon N. Chan
Don Chivens
Gerald R. Craig
Joyce Curry-Daly
James D. Daly
Herold P. Davidson

Rosalie C. Davidson
Arnold M. Dean
Gerald L. Didier
Milton Drandell
Richard L. Fisher
Shari A. French
Merrill C. Gaines
Jay E. Garner
Norman W. George
C. Harold Gregory
Janice Guidetti


Karl A. Guirand
John P. Guthrie
Charles J. Hanks
Raymond F. Hansen
f. Sheldon Harden
George J. Hasslein
Kevin Higgins
Rita B. Hill
George E. Hoffman
Walter C. Hogan
Matthew D. Hubal
Roy Hughes

Jeremy A. Jack
Michelle A. Jacobson
William Boyd-Judd
Herbert Kamer
Michael E. Koehn
John J. Kubasak
Eugene C. Lenz
Kendall K. Losee
Clarence B. Mann Jr.
Theresa Marquez
Mary J. Martinson
Duncan C. McCormick Jr.
Dorothy C. McPherson
Neil McPherson
Arthur G. Mack
Corr P. Meier
H. Andrew Morse
Donald R. Nikkel
Mary and Howard R. O'Daniels
Arend J. Oreggia
Gabaldo Orozco
Roger L. Osbaldeston
Leon F. Osteyee

Virginia L. Owens
Carman E. Paris
Edward L. Phillips
Keith B. Pierson
Mary T. Pollock
Raymond Ponas
George E. Porter
Mark S. Poulsen
George D. Riddle
Aryan H. Roast
Sandra M. Ronnenberg
Michael O. Sass
Anne B. Sefton
Owen L. Servatius
Edward W. Silva
Richard K. Simon
Courtney E. Smyth
J. J. Smetsinger
Louis Soares
Herman M. Sperber
Nelle E. Spradlin
Charles P. Stone
Frederick W. Stroberg

John L. Symons
Jeri E. Thiel
Betty Thoman
Harmon B. Tona
Walter M. Tryon
Car E. Turnquist
Keith W. Uncopher
Larry Voss
Ralph M. Warten
Denise L. Waters
Harold Watson
George O. Watte
Fenonce B. Welles
Benjamin F. Werle
Arthur L. Wheeler III
Barbara White
Angela Wilson
Clintan E. Woodard
Luke M. Wykaeart
Brad E. Yackle
Richard A. Young
Gifts to Fund the Future

Recently the Cal Poly community lost the following alumni and friends. We are grateful for the generous legacies that they left the university:

Estate of Marjorie A. Cass
Estate of Constant J. Chrones
Estate of Marilyn McDonald
Estate of Jean E. Plummer
Estate of Virginia J. Leinardi
Estate of Judith B. and Lorenzo M. McMorine

Faculty and Staff Support

The following current and retired faculty and staff gave $250 or more between July 1, 2005, and June 30, 2006.

Anonymous Donors (6)
Charles R. and Shirley Allen
Alfred W. Amari
Richard A. Anderson
Rus Anderson
Warren R. Anderson
Frederick P. Andoli
William W. Amentetrout
Debbie A. Arsenau
Charles B. Atler
John Ayedeto
Philip S. and Christina A. Bailey
Christopher M. Baker
Warren L. Baker
K.N. Balasubramanian
Sharon Y. Baldwin
Kent E. Morrison and Estelle L. Basor
Ronda Beaman
George A. Bekey
Joseph F. Betschart
Daniel J. Bleazad
Charles H. Black
Geneva Blair
Linda K. Bomstad
Laurie L. Borello
Walter D. Bremer
Patricia A. Brenner
David Brodie
Kevinn H. Bromley
Deborah L. Brothwell
William H. Brown
Victor A. Buccola
Lavonne Bury
J.K. Butler
Stacy Cannon
R.D. Cantu
Darlene Cappelotti-Bowman
Edgar J. and Mary Ann Carnegie
Lark P. Carter
Glenn R. Casey
Marjorie A. Cass
Beth L. Chance
Everett M. and Arlene B. Chandler
Susan Childers-Kraft
David P. Christy
George G. and Janice A. Ducas
Donald M. Coats
Gregg S. Cobhar
Anthony L. Colliers
Allison E. Cone
E.W. Conner
Robert B. Conrey
Harold M. Cote
Alex G. Cooner
Linda C. and Thomas C. Dalton
James C. Daly
Charles E. Dana Jr.
Hiram L. Davis
Robert C. Detweiler
Carol S. and Jay L. Devone
Robert J. Dignan
John and Sharon L. Dobson
Arthur C. Duarte
Dorma P. Duerrk
John W. Edmisten
Richard E. Elison
Leland S. Endres
Robert M. Equinow
Donald E. Erickson
Jon M. Ericson
Mary F. Eylser
Gerald P. Farrell Jr.
Ray Fernando
Robert A. Flores
Richard B. Franklin
Collette A. Fryne
Woody H. Frey
Edward R. Garner
Bob L. Garrett
Wolfgang J. Gartner
Timothy A. Geskin
John M. Geringer
Roy Geeton
Sonja S. Glassmeyer
Reginald H. Goodin
Derek E. Greggson and Grace A. Nell
Meri Kay Gunne
Ruth E. and Thomas E. Hele
Linda H. Hollisky
Michael H. and Wendy H. Halff
Brent G. Hallock
Polly Harrigan
Sandra V. and Walter L. Harris
Tom Haskell
Allan J. Hauck
David H. Headrick
Robert J. Herter
Amy B. Hewes and Kevin J. Clark
William R. Hicks
Patrick D. Hill
V. L. Holland
Myron Hood
Laurence D. Houlgste
Daniel R. Howard-Greene
Edgar A. Hyer
Kimiko M. Ikeda
Ralph A. and Gail M. Jacobson
Edwin H. Jaster
Richard F. Johnson
John R. Jones
R. Thomas Jones
Maria L. Junco
Gary E. Karner
Timothy J. Kearns
Earl C. and Jean Ann Keller
Larry Kelley
Shawn F. Kelly
Robert E. Kennedy
Diane L. Kinunen
Irwin J. Kogan
Fayzal A. Kollath
Leah Koit
 Bonnie C. Konopak
Daniel E. Krieger
Linda Kristenson
Sharon Kurilchonschmidt
Leslie A. Labhodt
Royce L. Lambert
Kathleen F. Lamonee
Kathryn A. Lancaster
James R. Landreth
Loni LaRose
James B. Lai
Jennifer W. Leinbach
John R. Lindvall
Bernice B. and Loran L. Nicholson
Carol A. MacDunphy
Neal A. MacDougall
Yevabas L. Makosoudan
Michael R. and Pam Marlin
Sandy Mannini
James L. Maraviglia
Walter R. Mark
Patricia H. and Randall L. Martin
Michael McCull
Aisha J. McCaw
Pamela McClure
Kristina I. McKinlay
Leslie A. McKinley
Viola E. Milburn
Tad Miller
Faith A. Minnaugh
Don M. Morris
Midge Moosberg
Frank A. Murnford
Paul F. Murphy
Lyne C. Nagahara
Edward M. Naretto
Craig J. Nelson
Keith E. Nielsen
Jaymie Noland
Eugene L. O'Connor
Susan C. Opive
Roger Osbaldeston
Dennis R. and Roseann N. Parks
Kathlyn P. Patterson
Rory Peck
Evelyn L. Pellaton
Elizabeth K. Perryman-Snow
Clayton A. Pharrach
Melinda J. Price
George Ramos
Sam A. Reave
Robert G. Reynolds
Thomas L. Richards
Deanna and Max E. Riedlsperger
Kenneth D. Riefer
James A. Rodger
Frank J. Romano
Stanley B. Ross
Harriet Ross
Richard A. Sear
Shirley S. Sato
Kenneth E. Schwartz
Jan W. Simel
Terry L. Smith
Winona A. Smyth
John G. Snettinger
Kenneth H. Solomon
Wendy D. Spradlin
Estelle Stenhill
Gene Starkey
Robert Stots
Moon Ja Mien Suhr
Bessie R. Swanson
Teresa A. Swart
Kevin Taylor
Fudah Tseew
Jennifer A. Thoma
Bette J. Tryon
Carolyn E. Voss
Matt R. Wall
Virginia R. Waltar
Gustav N. Wassel
C. Nicholas Watney
Karen and Philip L. Webb
Barbara Parker Weber
Paul A. Weber
David J. Wehner
Gary L. Weinerberger
Patrick D. Wheatley
Mary Lou White
H. Glenn Wight
Malcolm W. Wilson
Maranne M. Wolf
David J. Yang
Paul J. Zieg
Mark A. Zehns
IN-KIND GIFTS

Individuals who contributed gifts valued at $1,000 or more between July 1, 2005, and June 30, 2006, are listed. Their gifts may include art, computer equipment, tractors, livestock, etc.

CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, AND ORGANIZATIONS

Cal Poly thanks all the generous corporations, foundations and organizations, both public and private, that helped the university maintain its margin of excellence by contributing gifts of cash and equipment between July 1, 2005, and June 30, 2006.

$1,000,000+
A.G. Spanos Companies
The Bernard Osher Foundation

$100,000-$999,999
Arden Oreggia Foundation
Cal Poly Corporation
Cotchett, Phipps, Simon & McCarthy
Granite Construction Inc
Hewlett-Packard Company
John Oreggia & Company
Lockheed Martin Corporation
Mary Stuart Rogers Foundation
MDC Max Daetwyler Corporation
Munsanto Company
The Reinhold Foundation
The Schwab Fund For Charitable Giving
St. Jude Medical
Webcor Builders

$25,000-$99,999
Anonymous Donor
The Ayco Charitable Foundation
Basic Resources Inc
Behr Process Corporation
Bert W. Martin Foundation
Bio-Rad Laboratories
The Boeing Company
California Ag Leadership Foundation
California Bank & Trust
Chevron Corporation
Cisco Systems
Construction Employers' Association
Continental Concrete Structures Inc
Cupertino Electric Inc
Dairy Institute of California
Devcon Construction Inc
Deven-Edwards Corporation
Edwards Air Force Base
Electronics for Imaging
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Foster Farms
Intertec
The James G. Boswell Foundation
KPMG LLP
KTOY Group Inc
The Leach Family Foundation
M. H. Sherman Company
Matsson
Microsoft Corporation
Moriarty Enterprises
Northrop Grumman Corporation
Ocean Mist Farms
The Olson Company
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Putne Homes Corporation
Ray & Janet Scherr Foundation
Raytheon Company
SC Builders Inc
SLOCEM
Soleinion Corporation
Sonoma Mountain Institute
United Technologies Corporation
Wingate Foundation
Xerox Corporation

$10,000-$24,999
Anonymous Donor
Acapa Machine Works
AIAA Foundation Inc
Alcon Laboratories Inc
Arnold Irrigation Systems
The Bank of America Foundation
Bechtel Foundation
Cal Poly Alumni Association - Central Valley
Cal Poly Student Foundation
Central Valley
Cal Poly Student Foundation
Central Valley
California Certified Organic Farmers
Campus Brothers
Cannon Associates
Cargill Inc
Catalyst Paper (USA) Inc
Caterpillar Foundation
Coatings Industry
Education Foundation
Container Technology Inc
Edison International
EdVenture Partners
Environmental Horticultural Science Club
Ernst & Young
Evans Land & Cattle Company
ExactBird West Inc
Fiber Enterprises Inc
Foundation for the Performing Arts Center
Fresno Valves & Castings
Fugate Educational Foundation Inc
Gallo Vineyards Inc
Gardner Grant Foundation
The Gifford Foundation
Goldman Sachs Philanthropy Fund
Grant M. Brown
Harvey M. Foundation
Harvey M. Foundation
HSDC - North America
IBM Corporation
ILX Lightwave Corporation
Jacoby & Sydney Rosenberg Foundation
Bevin F. Foundation
Koch-Westemern Foundation
Marks & Carolyn Guidry Foundation
Menasha Corporation
Moorley Builders
NCI Polyurethanes
Olympus Integrated Technologies Inc
Orfalea Family Foundation
Pacific West Properties
Paragon Vineyard Company
Parker Hannifin Corporation
Piper Inc
HR Donnelly & Sons Company
Regan Braun Law Office
Ritz-Lopez Foods Inc
RVN Inc
Redee Boosters Executive Board
Rehm and Haas Company
RMM Design Group
RSI ID Technologies
SafetySyringes Inc
San Luis Obispo County Community Foundation
San Luis Trust Bank
Save-The-Redwoods League
Scott Turbon Mxer Inc
Sierra Pacific Industries
South Coast Golf Tournament
Southern Graphic Systems
Synergy Homes of California Inc
Syngenta Crop Protection Inc
Tanklage Properties Inc
TCB Builders Inc
Tulich Construction Inc
Universal Corporation
U.S. Dairy Export Council
U.S. Smokeless Tobacco Brands Inc
Wells Fargo Foundation
West Coast Wine & Golf Symposium
Western Farm Service Inc

$1,000-$9,999
Anonymous Donors
Abbott Laboratories
Academe Real Estate
AdaptTech Foundation
AdapTech Technology Inc
Adobe Systems Inc
Advance Adapters Inc
Advanced Foam Plastics Inc
Advanced Micro Devices
Advanced Motion Controls
The AES Corporation
Aeris Foundation Inc
Afghan Women's Association of Southern California
Agilent Technologies Inc
AK Contractor's Supply
Alamo Pintado Equine Clinic Inc
American Forest & Paper Association
American Institute of Architects
American Poly-Foam Company Inc
American Society of Plumbing Engineers
American Sustainable Building Council
Antrim Company
Antrim Foundation
Andrea Morris & Butterly
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation
Anritsu Company
Bert Bio-Rad Laboratories
Wingate Foundation
The Gifford Foundation
South Coast Golf Tournament
Paper Association

CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, AND ORGANIZATIONS
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- Poor Richard’s Press
- Prather Investments
- PriceWaterhouseCoopers LLP
- Print and Graphics
- Scholarship Foundation
- Printtonix
- Project Design Consultants
- Promega Biosciences Inc
- Prolene Wholesale Floor Covering
- Public Entity Risk Institute
- Pybas Vegetable Seed Company Inc
- Quaglini’s Flooring
- Qualcomm Inc
- Radiology Associates of San Luis Obispo
- Rain Bird Corporation
- Rantec Power Systems Inc
- RFB Consulting
- R E Wacker Associates
- Reach Out Afghanistan
- The Real Estate Group of San Luis Obispo
- Real Gifts Foundation Inc
- RES Services Inc
- Rick Engineering Company
- River Edge Farm
- River West Investments Inc
- The Art of Robert W. Firestone
- Rockwell
- Rockwell Collins Inc
- Roger D. Later Properties
- Ronald and Mary Ann Lachman Foundation
- Thor Hagen Foundation
- Rotary Club of Paso Robles
- Rotary Club SLO Charities Inc
- Ruben Dairy
- Ruggeri-Jensen-Azar & Associates
- S. Kobara & Sons
- Samuel Sinnott and Company Inc
- San Francisco Orchid Society
- San Gabriel Valley Perinatal Medical Group
- San Luis Garbace Company
- San Luis Obispo Bicycle Club Inc
- San Luis Obispo Child Abuse Council
- San Luis Obispo Med Spa
- Sandia
- Sands Liquor & Deli
- Santa Barbara Stone & Masonry
- SBC Foundation
- Schering-Plough Corporation
- SeaGate Technology
- Select Milk Producers Inc
- Sempra Energy
- Sheet Metal & Air Conditioning Contractors National Association
- Shimbick Construction Company Inc
- Siemens
- Sierra Vista Volunteer Auxiliary
- Sigma Delta Chi
- Stillman Wright Architects
- Sinzheimer Juhnke
- Labersky Molver LLC
- Smith Barney Charitable Trust Inc
- Smith Farms
- Social Enterprise Inc
- Solaris Technology Inc
- Southern Sierra Service Company
- Spicers Paper
- Standard Pacific Homes
- State Farm Companies
- Stancil Master Inc
- Steinem, Gil
- Steno Wolf Associates
- Students in Free Enterprise
- Sun Bowl Association
- Sun Valley Berries LLC
- SunRent Construction Inc
- Surrey Acres Inc
- Sunset Enterprises Trust
- Takken Family Charitable Foundation
- Target Specialty Products
- TCR Industries Inc
- Techbooks/GTS
- Techkron Inc
- Technology Marketing Inc
- Texas Instruments Inc
- The Thom Group
- Thoma Electric Inc
- Tim Peet Trucking
- Time Warner Inc
- TJM Glazing Inc
- Townsend Design
- Treadwell & Brels Inc
- The Tribune
- Trilogy at Central Coast
- Union Asphalt Inc
- Union Bank of California
- United Staffing Associates LLC
- United Way California
- Capital Region
- United Way of San Luis Obispo County Inc
- United Way of Tri State
- United Way Silicon Valley
- University of California, Los Angeles
- U.S. Air Conditioning Distributors Inc
- Valley Flowers Inc
- Valley Oak Cabinet Mill
- ValleyCrest Companies
- Paul J. Vanderheyden, D.D.S.
- VAS Entertainment
- Verizon Wireless
- Vineyard Professional Services Inc
- The Vinnell Foundation
- Vitche Bio-Chem Corporation
- W. A. Cleary Corporation
- W. L. Butler Construction Co
- Wallace Group
- Waeshe Paint & Wallcoverings
- Watts Trucking & Chopping
- Wegis Ranch
- Wells Fargo Foundation
- Westbay and White Inc
- Westland Floral Company
- Westpak Inc
- William & Charlene Glikbarg Foundation
- William H. Cinker Family Foundation
- Women for WineSense
- San Luis Obispo Chap
- Wood Kite Products Inc
- Wood Rodgers Inc
- World Reach Inc
- Wrestling Camps of America LLC
- Yellow Dog Society of the Dairy & Food Industry
- Yellow Rose Ranch
- Yosemite Meat Company Inc

Matching Gift Companies

Cal Poly is grateful to have received $277,000 in corporate matching gifts between July 1, 2005 and June 30, 2006. The organizations below supported employee charitable giving by making “matching gifts” to Cal Poly on their employees’ behalf in the amount of $1,000 or more.

- Abbott Laboratories
- Adobe Systems Inc
- The AES Corporation
- Astra Foundation Inc
- Agilent Technologies Inc
- Amgen Foundation
- The Bank of America Foundation
- Best Management Company
- The Boeing Company
- California Bank & Trust
- Chevron Corporation
- Cisco Systems
- Clorox Company Foundation
- Deloitte Foundation
- Edison International
- Ernst & Young
- ExxonMobil Foundation
- Fidelity Foundation
- General Electric Foundation
- GlaxoSmithKline Foundation
- Hewlett-Packard Company
- Honeywell International
- HSBC - North America
- IBM Corporation
- Intel Foundation
- John Wiley & Sons Inc
- Johnson & Johnson
- Family of Companies
- KPMG LLP
- Lockheed Martin Corporation
- The Merck Company Foundation
- Microsoft Corporation
- National Semiconductor Corporation
- Northrop Grumman Foundation
- Pacific Gas and Electric Company
- Parker Hannifin Foundation
- Pfizer Foundation
- PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
- Printronix
- Qualcomm Inc
- Raytheon Company
- Rockwell Collins Inc
- The Rose Hills Foundation
- SBC Foundation
- Schein-Plough Foundation
- Seagate Technology
- Siemens
- State Farm Companies Foundation
- Time Warner Inc
- United Technologies Corporation
- Verizon
- Wells Fargo Foundation
- Xerox Foundation

Athletics Gifts

Cal Poly Athletics relies on the community, fans and alumni to fund scholarships and provide resources needed to improve and build athletics facilities. In-kind donations and tax-deductible gifts allow the Cal Poly Athletics program to be competitive in the ranks of NCAA Division I. Cal Poly Athletics gratefully acknowledges all supporters who helped make 2005-2006 a successful year for the Mustangs. Deceased

Legacy ($400,000+)
- A.G. Spanos Companies
- Alex G. and Faye Spanos

President ($200,000-399,999)
- Cal Poly Corporation
- Richard J. O’Neill

Founder ($20,000-49,999)
- M. Richard and Joyce J. Andrews
- Everett M. and Arlene B. Chandler
- Alfred G. and Gail E. Montine

Moriarty Enterprises
- Albert S. and Patricia R. Moriarty
- Patrick and Carol O’Daniels

South Coast Golf Tournament

Platinum Mustang ($13,500 - $19,999)
- Kevin H. Bromley and Stacy R. Tolley

Pacific West Properties
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San Luis Trust Bank
Thoma Electric Inc
Edward C. and Lori Thoma
Jennifer A. and William A. Thoma

Gold Mustang ($5,750 - $13,699)
Anonymous Donor
Linda S. and Michael J. Applegate
John and Theresa Aswedo
Marilyn and Timothy M. Banducci
David and Vickie Billingsley
Hal D. Billingsley
California-West Inc
Firestone Grill
Jack Gifford
Maygan N. and William P. Heilos
Brenda S. and Jules M. Hock
David G. and Cindy Hyde
J. Johnson, Attorney At Law
Jacyl & Sydnei Rosenberg Foundation
J. Johnson
Beverly and Stephen P. Maguire
Rolle A. and Lori McCormick
Microsoft Corporation
Debra J. and Dennis M. Morris
Richard G. and Patricia A. Nomini
Billie and Dale Reddell
Jacyli Rosenberg
Tisha and William B. Sourich
James N. and Sarah R. Shelton
The Gifford Foundation
Wrestling Camps of America LLC

Silver Mustang ($2,500 - $5,749)
Anonymous Donors (2)
Scott S. Adams
George P. Adrian
AJ Contractor's Supply
Warran R. Anderson
Krista M. and Mitch Ardantz
Ash Management Corporation
Auburn Hardwood Lumber Inc
Kellen Aura
Lucille M. Baker
Carly Fitzgerald and
Warren L. Baker
David C. and Sheyla A. Beam
Richard A. Berg
Lori J. and Michael C. Bickel
Carl G. and Marian L. Bowser
William H. and Joan S. Brown
Daniel P. and Linda G. Brunello
Mary A. and Ronald B. Burke
Janne A. Burke
Lisa J. and Steve R. Burke
Robert E. Burke
Charles F. and Sandra J. Cabassi
California Bank & Trust
Central Coast Laser
Alison E. Cone
Salvador Cortez
Laura J. and Vincent C. Crowe
George M. and Linda W. Croser
Cuesta Cadillac Oldsmobile, Inc.

Cuesta Title Company
Dennis P. d'Autremont and
Nancy B. Garrison
Dennis P. d'Autremont
Insurance Agency
Sean Devine, M.D. Inc.
Eve and Sean Devine
El Camino Building Supply Inc
ESCO Technologies
Bill and Stacey Fallbanks
Robert M. and Mary A. Ferrini
First American Financial Foundation
James M. and Karen M. Flagg
Michael J. Fraser
E & J. Gallo Winery
Ernest Gallo
Karyn M. and Thomas J. Gallo
Gardiner Farms
James and Lucille C. Gardiner
Keith B. and Jennifer Gardiner
Bonnine and Gene M. Garratino
Dele W. Gomer
Norman A. and Natalie J. Gomes
Goodco Inc
Greg Nester Construction
& Development
Hall Heaslt & Connelly
Attorneys at Law
Clayton U. and Kristy A. Hall
M. Karl Hartwig
Ronald F. and Jan W. Haynes
Catherine A. Hennelly and
Michael P. Petersen
Ron Holland
Jon E. and Marianne M. Hollister
Lynn A. and Lee A. Hollister
John C. Hough
Kazu and Mitsuko Ikeda
Kinmichi M. and Clyde S. Ikeda
Jacobson & Company
Paul R. Jacobson
JMW Management LLC
David A. and Sharon B. Jahrle
Anne and Eugene Keller
Julie C. and Thomas F. Lebons
Charles D. Liddell
Byron K. and C. Lily
Allen E. and Kathryn Littner
Joy and Wayne E. Long
E. C. Loomis & Son Insurance
Reid and Amy Lundstrom
Mike and Dolores Mantle
Marshall-Spoo Sunset
Funeral Chapel
James W. and Rose-Ann Martin
Jeanette F. and Larry L. Meak
Mid-Coast Mortgage
Monetary Services
Morriss & Garratino Insurance
Gregory R. Morris
Terry Morris
Richard T. and Nancy J. Morrow
Donna M. and Tom Murrell
Edward M. Narezo
Robert E. and Mary Neal

Greg Nester
Oak Park Manor
PACE Bros. Construction Company Inc
Cheryl and Dan Pace
Paso Robles Country Disposal Inc
D'Elaine S. and Mike Patrick
Pepsi Bottling Group Inc
Joel K. and Deborah J. Peterson
Jerry and Shari A. Pickard
Martin P. and Jean Palek
Fairly Investments
Jackie P. and Paul J. Prother
Don and Linda Pruett
Frank E. Pyatt and Janen Jansen
R. Burke Corporation
The Real Estate Group Of
San Luis Obispo Inc
Bruce and Keni Rosenthal
San Luis Obispo
Sands Liquor & Deli
Emilie A. and Robert W. Schultz
Mike Sell
Larry Shetton
Sinsheimer Juhnke
Lebens McVor LLP
Carol and Warren A. Stineheuser
SLO Med Spa
Dwight R. and Joy K. Somersett
Arthur Spoo
Charles J. and Donna A. Stoll
Fred H. Tallever
The Thom Group
Carol P. and Neil Thom
William W. and Sheryl A. Tjaden
Cyndy R. and Robert Tolley
Union Bank of California N.A.
Renee A. and Thomas P. Walters
John and Taci Wilson
Brooks W. and Kaye Wisly

Bronze Mustang ($1,400 - $2,499)
Anonymous Donor
5-Cities Community Service
Foundation
Acadamie Real Estate
Russ and Judy Anderson
Henry and Jeannie Aratazi
Karen M. and Santos C. Aronzo
Randal R. and Debbie C. Arcaseneaux
Connie D. and Kenneth E. Baird
Bill Baldridge
Howard Backer
Belcher, Backer & Amoratou At Law
John and Cathy Belsher
Mary and Reginald V. Benigno
Korina L. and Marcella A. Bennett
Ann S. and David A. Bernhardt
Bettaravida Farms
James R. Black
Michael N. Blaney
Donald B. Blazeby
Laurie L. and Lawrence M. Bonilla
Janet K. and Michael L. Brewer
Deborah L. and Robert Brothwell
Robert E. Brown

Sally Ward Buccioni and
Victor A. Buccioni
Buenna Resources Inc
Chris M. and Deanna L. Byrne
Cal Poly Alumni Assn -
Central Valley
Joanne and Michael Carroll
Michael D. Carter
Castor Cellars
Central West Produce
Sail J. Cesario Jr.
Terry and Vicki Chamblock
Chambolin Lanes Construction Inc
Donald M. and Elaine H. Coats
Catherine L. and Gregg S. Cobb
Brian J. Cocks
James C. and Sandra D. Copeland
Creekside Orthopedic
Rehabilitation Inc
Lorrie E. and Rod N. Corb
Sandra E. and Steve Delmarrini
Robert J. and Claudia Dignan
Diopetcs Medical Products Inc
Dohe Farms Inc
Hugh J. Dothi
Richard W. Eichhorn
Richard M. and Sally S. Ewing
Jon M. and Amy K. Ericson
Jane E. and Luke A. Faber
FAR LLC
Mary Jo and Thomas Ferguson
A. Milo and Georgine Ferrini
Darrel B. and Diane Fletcher
Gail and George A. Freitas
Dick Gin
Wayne Ginter and Amy Siroky
James D. and Kathryn A. Glines
Jack C. and Yvon A. Gressler
Ed Grinshmet
Donna and Rick Grinshmet
Joseph Guidetti
Carol and Thomas W. Heile
Ruth E. and Thomas E. Heile
Hanson Floor Covering
Donald A. Hanson
Barbara R. and Marcus D. Harmon
Sean Harvey
Chris A. Herfurth-Kennedy and
Matthew S. Kennedy
Michael and Roberta Hesser
David L. and Theresa K. Hicks
Gary L. and Bonnie R. Hittschke
Janie L. and V. L. Holland
Jeffrey L. Hollister DDS MS
Jeffrey L. Hollister
Steven W. and Lori C. Hollister
Homes Magazine
Jack J. and Carol A. Hoover
Hoover's News Agency
Jeanie and John Hydakich
Ronald G. John
Douglas B. Johnson and
Lisa K. Story
Richard K. Keenan and
Nannette Carrier-Keenan
Gavy A. Kobara
Bryan M. and Tessa Koll
Michael E. and Jennifer Kraken
Paul A. and Nelda J. Krylief
Martin H. Landes
Henry W. Lane
Janice K. Langley
Robert R. Lawton and Roxanne Carr
Craig M. and Laura K. Lossie
Maddox Enterprises Inc.
Harold D. Maddox
James L. and Lori L. Marinovich
Patricia H. and Randall L. Martin
R. A. Martinez & Son Construction
Richard A. Martinez
Matthew S. Kennedy
Attorney/Realty
Scott E. and Dawn M. McVay
Mesa Energy Systems Inc
Ronnie G. and Toni D. Mesecher
Jeanne B. and Kenneth H. Miller
Linda Minto
Dick and Patricia Moon
Randal R. Moos
Don M. and Jean I. Morris
D. Scott and Karen R. Montan
Donald A. Mullane
ORS Enterprises Inc
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Anthony M. Raline
Jennifer T. and Richard H. Porter
Glen L. and Nancy C. Puddy
R E Wacker Associates
Mike Rake
Re/Max Seven Cities Realty
Barnes and Linda Reiter
Andrew J. Rice
James D. Rice
Richardson Properties
Charlie Richardson
Daniel P. and Renee L. Ringstymper
The Rose Hills Foundation
Harriet and Richard W. Ross
John and Kathy Rossetti
S. Kobal and Sons
San Luis Garbage Company
San Luis Mailing Service
Eric J. Schultz
John B. Seitz
Sharon K. and Michael W. Seitz
Shipsey and Seitz Inc
Gerald W. Shipsey
Robert A. Simpson
David G. Sinton
SLO Campus N Pack
Jack R. and Janecey M. Smith
Jack T. and Alice Spaulding
Larry and Peggy Stayer
Greg Sullivan
Mark E. Taylor
Louis M. Tedone
Clarence W. and Pearl M. Thoma
Jim and Nancy Thompson
TJM Glazing Inc
Sandy and Ted Torossian
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Trudi D. and William S. Travis
Nies J. and Bert Udden
Valley Oak Cabinet Mfg.
Debra A. and Robert E. Wacker
John Weiss
Wilkins Zim Industries
Kenneth R. and
Marsha A. Williams
Wilson & Wilson Attorneys At Law
Denton J. Wilson
Tamara L. and Michael D. Wright
Clyde C. and Diana Young
Roger G. Zanetti

Green and Gold ($800 - $1,399)
Anonymous Donor
A & J Refrigeration
Claudia and Robert S. Aase
Aggsen's Paint & Glass
Michael D. Allard
C. Kendall and Laurel Allen
Clar and Lloyd G. Anderson
Jane L. Anderson
Richard A. Anderson
Kristi M. and Stephen R. Arnold
B & T Service Station
Contractors Inc
Christopher M. Baker
David M. and Margery L. Balducci
Bobby and Christine Bearthard
Sharon A. and Norman J. Belko
Raymond D. Blanco
Lois and William L. Blodgett
Kirstie M. Boyett
Alex Bravo
Bruce Bravour
Mary C. Brault
James L. Breden
John D. and Susan L. Brennan
Daniel J. and Melissa K. Bresnahan
Dennis and Geneva Brooks
Paul F. Burkner
Richard A. and Deanna L. Buschini
Cal Investments
A. S. Cali
Geoffrey T. and Linda K. Capell
Joan L. Cardoza
Bernice A. and Blinn D. Carlson
Ernest G. Cemmenta
Peter A. and Robin K. Chandler
Doug Charchenko
Denise T. and Michael V. Chelten
Daniel W. and Mona R. Chin
Stephen I. and
Patricia L. Christman Clinkscales
Anthony L. Collins
Cindy L. and Thomas M. Collins
Commercial Roofing Services
Compumol Inc
Contractor's Glass Company
Gary S. and Karen Cook
Pam and Tom Copeland
Cottonwood Canyon Vineyard & Winery
Craig A. Cowan
Deanne I. and Jack R. Craft
Crystal Springs Water Co
Cumberland, Coates & Duenow
David M. Cumberland
Paul F. Curtis
D M B Consulting Inc
Michael R. Daum
Richard H. and T. Kay Daum
Desert View Real Estate Inc
Robert C. and Susan J. Detweiler
Gerald and Toni Detz
Leonardus and Anna M. Dewinter
Donna and Stava Dodds
Christopher J. and Maria E. Duenow
Darrell and Sally Durbar
John and Lynne Egan
Engle/Murphy
Martha M. Eyer-Vergas
F. McIntocks Solcon
Joseph E. and Mary L. Ferrara
Ferrini Enterprises
Felton Ferrini
Randolph F. Fiser
James S. and Judy S. Fisher
Randy and Alane Revery
Floor Connection
Daniel C. Fulmer
John R. Furtado and
Maria T. McCullough
Daniel D. and Julie D. Gans
Gatekeeper Systems Inc
Gator Crushing & Recycling
Edward F. Gillette
Andrew C. Gaylor
Habick Development Inc
Thomas H. and Karen V. Habick
Dorothy V. Harden
Sandra V. and Walter L. Harris
Dennis Hanwell
Jeffrey O. and Judy P. Henry
Greg W. and Jane E. Ehrd
Holbruck Restaurants
Leslie and Michael E. Hurstard
Stanley K. and Teressa A. Ikeja
J. W. Design & Construction, Inc
Charles H. Kann
Kennedy Club Fitness
Kathleen M. Kennedy
Marc Van den Berg
Kevin and Barbara J. Kennedy
Key Air Conditioning Contractors Inc
Donald D. King
Donald R. Kinney
Alan and Patricia Kirchoff
Roger D. Later Properties
Roger D. Later
Michael B. Lawler
Rick and Shelleann Leguna
Melissa A. and Tom Lehman
Harland E. Lehr
Roger L. Mellus
Daniel J. and Star K. Malone
Joann and Ralph Marinali
Cencace J. and Thomas S. Martin
Rich D. and Ruth E. Max
Harold W. and Mary L. McDaniel
Kelly F. McNerney
Kathy S. and Thomas G. McLaughlin
Brenda G. and Larry D. McNabb
McNamara Realty
Patricia B. McNamara
Ian M. McPhee
McPhee's Grill
Meathead Wrestling Club
Elaine C. and Rick L. Meze
Mid Bank & Trust
Miller Event Management
Charles A. and Denise Miller
James S. and Patty Miller
Moen Woodworks Incorporated
James Moureus
Edward S. and Kim K. Merakami
Murrell Communications Inc
Roderick J. Murray
Dara A. and Brenda Natfizer
Anna M. and Jon P. Negran
New West Communications Inc
Don L. and Tamarra B. Nicholas
Barbara and William L. Nicolls
North Coast Engineering Inc
Northern Digital Inc
Matthews S. Novak and
Nora M. Kelly
Gerald J. Novara
Torry Dal..
Scott D. Oxford
Perry Pacific Home & Garden
Pepco Construction
Pepco Orthopedics Inc
Pepco Shingling Co
Terry Paris Construction
Charlene and Terry Paris
PENCON
The Phenix Center
A. E. and Bruce P. Pollard
Marie C. Pope
Pompeo Corporation
Chloe and Jay Allen Ramsey
Douglas S. and Shirley Randall
Richard V. and Laura Ravina
Daniel P. and Irene Rilsky
Michael J. and Paula A. Riley
Rockwell
DeeDee and Laurence A. Rose
Gayle M. and R. G. Rosenberger
Harold A. Rosewell
Dave G. and Patrick D. Rusco
San Luis Podiatry Group Inc
Jeanne and Paul Savage
Peter Scorani
Schultz Moyes Media Group
Richard A. Schutt
Douglas H. Shaw Jr.
Kristal E. and John R. Slover
Greg A. and Paige M. Smith
Socci Enterprises Inc.
Holly and Robert J. Socci
James S. and
Marguerite W. Sorenson
Stemmer Glen
Diane M. and Wayne E. Stilwell
Stacey R. Stowe
Sun Bowl Association
Steven J. Sylvester
Rodney B. Thatcher
John M. and Kathrese L. Tiffin
Blaine S. Tomimoto
Thomas G. Tuillede
Valley Mazza
Donald H. Vaifer
Kathryn L. and Stan Van Beurden
Larry and Mona Vasques
Mary C. and John Zim
Stapamge Gold ($750-805)
John R. Akin
Michael J. Bellesozzi
Boyd Enterprises
A. L. Samuel and Hazel Boyd
Diane L. and Norman L. Brandt
Katerina and Mark Brunner
David J. Bushby
Cannon Associates
Michael F. and Stacy Cannon
Carole E. Chapman and
David Cordova
J. Scott and Laura A. Cooper
Cordova Concrete Construction
James C. and Wendy G. Daly
Lee A. Doble and
Elizabeth J. Nilsen-Doble
Leiland S. and Valerie F. Endres
ESPN Radio 1280
Carole A. and William L. Fairbanks
Ferrara Railroad Ranches
Bill and Nancy Gersh
Beverly J. and Bryan J. Grigg
Jasmyn A. and Matthew A. Haas
Jonathan and Thalia T. Hastings
Hearst Castle
Hicks Pension Services
Joseph Vineyard Estates LLC
Charles R. and Rebecca Kendricks
Jeff V. Kolijan
Doug A. Le Porte
Lafrriss Landscaping
Joseph T. LaRossa
David H. and Sherry M. Loomis
Stephen M. and Heide S. Loya
Carol A. and Michael L. Malott
Barbara A. and Donald L. McCaleb
Cynthia K. and Timothy Mcgee
Dorothy and Leslie C. Meyer
Jane and Rick S. Monroe
Mountain Brook Community Church
Janice C. Nanninga
Sandra Gardening Ogen and
Paul Ogren
Sheri A. and Thomas O. O'Leary
Jesse L. Perez
Pismo Coast Village RV Resort
Richard C. and Nancy Prier
Tori and Thomas G. Reay
Robert Reynolds Studio
Robert G. and Patricia L. Reynolds
Robasciotti & Wagner Real Estate
John E. and Shirli M. Robasciotti
Susan M. and William E. Roberts
Charles M. and Kathy L. Rose
Erald A. and Stephanie Schmidt
Stornetta & Associates
David P. and Mary S. Stornetta
Roger G. and Sheryl A. Svensden
Judith Ann and William G. Tappan
Diane F. and John S. Willis
Elwood M. Villa
Jens Wagner
Cathy A. and Kimball K. Wasick
Marianne M. and Mitchell Wolf
Patrick L. Zuccelli

Stapamge ($500-749)
Anonymous Donor
Patrick D. and Jeannine M. Adams
Joseph S. and Janet Aigbar
Ahmed Realty
J. Dennis and Sandra Ahearn
Aqua Systems, Inc.
David W. Ashton and
Sharon K. Davis-Ashton
William J. and Terri Baker
Dale J. and Michelle E. Barthel
James G. Battersby
Tom Beckwith
Rodney E. and Anne D. Bell
Bill Hamles Jr. Grading & Excavating
David A. and Naomi Blakely
Bill and Lynnette Bollman
David E. and Lisa K. Brill
Dwayne R. Bubach DDS
Dental Corporation
Cheryl Ann Dwayne R. Bubach
Sandie Burkit and Daniel S. Cooper
Cal-Ex Trading Company
Daniel Oegney Insurance Agency
Daniel M. and LeeAnn Athrey
Phillip M. Colbert M.D.
Phillip M. and Sandra S. Colbert
Consolidated Electrical Distributors
Barbara E. Coach
Ernie C. and Teresa L. Cooper
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Beth A. and Carlos Cordova
Philip J. Daily
Gibby Darley
Ett Valul
Tammy Fairchild
Terry Fiske
Michael S. and Tracey L. Frazier
Barbara and Michael R. Fossaceca
Fred Pope Real Estate
Bill Frye
Mark L. Futak
Paul A. Gabriel
Gillespie Plumbing
Brent and Terry Gillespie
Glenn, Burdette, Phillips & Byrson
Fred L. Glenn
Bradford M. and Nancy Hair
William G. and Kathy Hames
Charles F. and Mary J. Hammer
Ethan L. Hansen
Patricia L. and William A. Haas
Nancy A. and Daniel R. Harper
Amy S. and Philip E. Hartman
Dann L. and Carol Hathaway
Kevin M. Haughin
Joseph F. and Kimberly J. Herigies
Paul R. and Beverly Hill
Larry W. Hobson
Linda F. and Chester HoggOOM
Glen E. and Lori T. Hoving
Justin L. Hurson
James A. Ongloino Inc
Linda G. and Brent H. Ketch
Philip J. and Jennifer L. Kenney
Philip F. Ketterle
Diana L. Kinnunen
Janice E. and Phillip Kissel
Donis A. and Harold H. Larson
John R. and Marci L. Linnwall
Ebonda C. and Kenneth M. Lloyd
Charles and Nora Looney
Dwight B. and Kim M. MacDonald
Bill B. Marvin
Gregg E. and Leslie M. Menges
Dean R. and Kathleen M. Meyer
Michael S. Millhorn
William L. Snelling and
Phyllis Montemare-Snell
Gary S. Morrow
Irene B. and Jay E. Noel
Eileen M. and Gary D. Orbach
Pacific Coast Dentistry
Beverly and Douglas L. Parish
Mary E. and Joc W. Pedersen
Beth G. and Larry Peterson
Ken Pino
Timothy P. Plumb and
Penny J. Sullivan
Frederick and Linda Pope
Alan L. Price
David Prigeon
Phil and Sally Quaglino
Quality Painting
R. H. Porter Company
Rebecca and Rick Roquet
Santa Lucia Bank
Cassandra G. Sasso
Karen L. and Jason A. Scott
Seaside Motel
James A. and Nancy Senn
Senn Commercial & Investment
Real Estate
Charles L. and Virginia Senn
Paul S. Shaner Inc
Janet M. and Paul S. Shaner
William S. Shorts
Stitch 108
Subway #1035
Donald J. and Susan J. Sveenhek
Julie A. Terry and Mark C. Walz
Tidwell Enclosure Corporation
Leo Tidwell Jr.
The Tire Store
Takashi and Alice Tomooka
Rick Trimmer
Arielle and Lari Versaw
Village Center Dry Cleaners
Virgil L. Watts
W. T. Wanden Companies Inc
Jackie and Todd Warden
Karen and Philip L. Webb
Cindy D. and Karl F. Wittstrom
Carrie E. and Chester Zinns
Posse ($250-$500)
Anonymous Donor
Advantage Landscape Company
Aetna Inc
John E. and Judy A. Ahmann
Julie and Mike Alexander
Charles R. and Shirley Allen
Christiana Amatrician-McDonnell and
Ed McDonnell
Conley W. Andersen
Anderson Living Trust
Dale and Carrie Anderson
Frederick P. and Dorothy U. Andol
Anthony Sindoni Hts LLC
Stephen S. Arellano
W. T. Wanden Companies Inc
William W. and Doris H. Armintout
James W. Arnold, Jr.
Arinda Inc
David M. Arona
ASICS America Corporation
Auto Experts
Philip S. and Christina A. Bailey
Robin P. and Patty Baldwin
Vance D. and Bonnie J. Baldwin
Amanda K. and Daniel W. Bartel
Scott W. Barton
Barbara M. and Manny H. Bautista
Bay Oaks Brokers
James W. Bear
Dianne M. and Jonathan P. Becker
Sara A. Behan
Stephen T. Bennett
Lorraine M. and Thomas Berg
Joseph F. Betschart
Teri R. and Terry B. Bezzant
Daniel J. and Karen L. Blezad
Big Brand Tire Co
Dennis M. Blackwood
Bruce D. and Kimberly J. Bochy
Terri A. and Fred W. Bogert
Adam J. Boote
Borlaugh Awards
Kenneth A. Bos
Joseph R. and Nancy A. Bostich
Law Offices of Michael J. Brady
Amy and Michael J. Brady
Dianna L. and Richard Braden
Jason M. Brennan
Philip and Sylvia T. Brennan
Anne M. Brown
Billy and Terrance L. Brown
Eleanor H. Brown Jr.
Jayne H. and Paul M. Brown
Robert F. and Sue Brown
Bruce VanderVeen Construction Inc
Nancy Byrner
LaVerne and Linrine E. Bucy
Herbert S. Burden Jr.
Robert L. and Tamra J. Burpard
Michael J. and Nancy L. Bush
Philip Butler
Californias Mid-State Fair
Californias Spas and Hot Tubs
Grant and Janma Calkins
Mark L. Cameron
Debbie L. and Donald M. Camp
David F. and Kimberly Care
Sandra S. Cannon
Terry L. Cannon
Christopher M. Canoles
The Capital Group Companies, Inc.
Michael A. Carlovsky
Attorney At Law
Michael A. Carlovsky
Patrick C. Carroll Attorney at Law
Lesley and Patrick C. Carroll
Bruce R. and Amy J. Carter
Paula J. and William D. Carvalho
Beth and Joe Casner
Home Home Central Coast
Samuel W. and Stephanie Cereceres
Heather L. and
Steven J. Chesterman
HeLEN and Wayne J. Christian
David P. Christy
Michael A. Church
Warren L. Church
Nick Cimino
CJ's Model Home Maintenance Inc
Douglas J. and Kathy Clossen
Jeffrey M. and Sara E. Clarin
Janice M. and Norm Cleveron
Coast Financial Services
Coast Hills Federal Credit Union
Coastal Air
Peter H. Cocconi
Ronald L. Collins
Richard C. Colombo
James W. and Stephanie T. Colvin
John L. and Nancy E. Cook
Keith T. and Susanne M. Cooper
Kevin L. Cooper
Michael M. Cooper
Albert E. and Gloria R. Copeland
Michael A. Costa
Deborah and Martin D. Craven
John R. and Anne Cristofaro
Cynthia A. Crocker and Richard A. Crocker
Nancy K. and Richard A. Croxli
Alex G. Crozier and Judith A. King
Joan Crozier
John J. Cummings
Jo and Terence P. Daly
Daniel E. and Stanlis M. Davey
Elise P. Davies
Robert H. Davis and Nancy Karftis
David E. De Grasse and
Dyanne M. Hartwig
Leonard W. Deaton
Evelyn S. Delmartini
Dennis Blackwood Painting
W. E. DeVine and Company
William E. and Hideko DeVine
Dominis Enterprises Inc
Linda C. and Timothy A. Donia
Timothy G. Donia
Daniel B. Donn
Donn's Original Breakers
Double J Dairy
Double O Company
Mark P. and Heidi Draper
Paul B. and Valerie A. Draper
Don C. Drew Jr.
Sandra L. and Donald A. Du Fosee
Molly E. Duncan
Theoplis Dunn
Sandra M. Dunne
Lynn M. and E. R. Dyche
Dinasty Farms
Thomas E. and Cindi Eaver
James D. and Michelle A. Eveson
David A. and Smochil S. Edwards
Tracy and Nicol Edwards
Elegant Image Limousine Service
Robert A. Eley Jr.
Bradford T. Elliott
James B. and Sally A. Elmsinger
Kathy S. Emmens
Ted Emmens
Robert G. and Rosaline Erbland
Edward W. Ewert
Joseph W. and Lori J. Fabris
Jonathan R. and Leena M. Faerber
Bill and Jeanette Fawcett
Carol E. and Robert E. Federman
Dorothy G. and John A. Feliciano
Fernisa Ferrer
Jeffrey C. and Jennifer F. Ferber
Dennis M. and Mary Fertig
Emil Ferkovich
Joseph A. and Noella C. Ferrarino
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Donald R. and Linda S. Flachbach
Florence E. Fisher
Billy R. and Donna L. Fitzgibbons
Jesse Flores
Bob and Theresa M. Frappa
Frederick Export
Shawn G. and David R. Freeman
Jennifer A. and Justin M. Freire
Douglas J. and Eleanor P. Gabriel
The Gallagher Company Inc
John D. Gallevske
John Gallagher
Gamma Phi Beta
Joyce E. and Ronald B. Garrett
Wolfgang J. and Susanne Gartner
Scott C. Gawel and Erin Ollon
Cheryl A. and Hugh G. Gerhardt
David L. and Susan M. Gill
Mochinder Gill
Gold Coast Plumbing
Kathy Golden
Tim Goldman
Kathy Gomer
Giglio A. Gochey
Robert C. and Joanna M. Greg
Gary E. and Cynthia L. Grigas
Growers Transplanting Inc
Marshall and Sally F. Sumber
Gus Properties LLC
Patricia and Steven C. Haberfield
William G. Haddock
Patty A. and Thomas J. Hagan
Bethany and Michael Hahbeck
George E. Hahnbeck and
Kathy Newfield
Raymond J. Hall
Carolyn M. Hansen
Jim and Teresa Harner
Rebecca A. Harris
Patrick J. Harrison
Carolyn S. and D. Keith Harter
Keith S. Hatcher
Charles R. Hauser
Russell J. Havens and Worthy Lien
Headman Salon of Hair Design
Bradley L. and Dorothea E. Hedden
Heritage Oaks Bank
Carl A. Hernandez
Amy B. Hewitt and Kevin J. Clark
Hewlett-Packard Company
Sam Hill Photography & Gallery
Brenda and Patrick Hill
Patrick D. and Cindy L. Hill
Hillas and Nocera
Andrew P. and Valerie I. Hillas
Elie and Rich Hilroy
Denise A. and Paul W. Hodgdon
Brett D. Holman
J. C. and Sheryl A. Hott
Wayne E. Horser Jr.
Ashley D. Howe
George E. and Berta Hurley
Wallace V. Hutchens
Hyer Family Trust
Edgar A. Hyer
IBM Corporation
Interior Motives
J. B. & Upholstery
Lauren E. Hove
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General and Judy M. Owens
Thomas J. and Diane Pagani
Charlene and Terry Paris
Jeffrey S. and Leslie J. Parker
John D. Parker
James W. and Noelle Paul
James F. and Wendy R. Pauli
Gloria L. and Roland K. Pautz
Jim Pence
Ponkahl Company
John R. Peasching
Petaluma Veterinary Hospital
Elizabeth and John R. Pelman
Brett M. and Shelly L. Pierson
Steven C. and Karen T. Pope
Law Office of Todd A. Porter
Janeen C. and Todd A. Porter
Jeff Porto Jr.
Lawrence A. and Lisa Pott
Melinda J. Price
Prier Medical Clinic
Professional Concrete Pumping
Property Management
Joseph V. and Reaelane E. Prud'homme
Quintana Forge
David J. and Gail L. Quirk
Janie and Ross A. Ramsey
Robert A. and Evehlyn Redman
Robert M. and Stani Redman
Mark T. and Pati L. Renfree
Renfree's Agricultural Service
David M. Richardson
Victor Rivera
Joe J. and Vivianne Rochicci
Gregory A. Rodrigues
Irine R. and Terry A. Roselli
Rosewood Investments Inc
Jeffrey S. and Susan M. Ross
Michael Rowley
Raymond H. and Beverly Ruegg
Jon L. and Sharon R. Sacchetti
John and Carol Salmorin
Art and Debra L. Samo
San Luis Blues Baseball Club
San Luis Clara &
Maxillofacial Surgery
Elizabeth A. and Robert A. Sanders
Mark S. and Delinder H. Sandhu
Catherine E. and Jack L. Sanford
John Sakurai
John W. Schmidtke Jr.
Attorney at Law
John W. and Mary M. Schmidtke
Eric Schwartz

Kenneth E. Schwartz
Michele S. Schueweinick
Kathleen M. and Roy Scialobba
Donald J. and Dawn Sedam
Scott L. and Susan L. Seggerman
Servpro of South/East Bay
Dr. Arnow and Carol Shepperd
Sierra Orthopaedics &
Sports Medicine
Richard D. Simms
Joseph R. and Stephanie L. Simonin
Anthony Sindoni
Robert B. Smith
Solid Rock Church of Cambria
South Kern Machinery
Charles S. Spain
Todd E. Sperber
Sports & Wellness Physical Therapy
Roger P. and Sue A. Sprigg
Gary Stafford
Estelle Stanhill
State Farm Companies Foundation
Marsha R. and Steve A. Steinfield
Sten Wolf Associates
Robert Steta
Bridget K. and Ronald G. Stokes
Randall L. Stricklan
Stix Trucking Inc
Betty Jean Strombom
William F. and Dorothy M. Strong
Hal Swasey Real Estate Sales
Harold B. Swasey III
Richard C. Swoboda
Albert A. and Tabitha L. Tabarez
Nora K. and Robert Tam
Cristina E. Taylor
Fernandez and Michael S. Taylor
Michael W. Taylor
TOM Northwest Inc
Jay A. TeVeido Jr.
Curtis and Renee Thompson
Tommy J. and Wendi M. Thompson
Cynthia A. and Robert A. Titchenal
Michael A. Titchenal
Craig Tobin
Joseph R. Tompkins
Toombs R. Assoc Engineering
Specialists Inc
Kenneth E. Toombs
Francesca E. Torrigiani
Kathleen S. and Thomas J. Toth
Claudia and Robert J. Trudeau
Curtis and Louise Tubli
Dolores M. Valis
Leon Van Beurden

Robin and Stephanie Ventura
James D. and Marsha A. Verbeck
Marvin Victor
Vina Robles
Pati J. and Steven W. Vining
Eileen K. and Matthew Volkovich
John and Shara Wagner
Hermin F. and Vicki G. Walter
Erl L. and Steven J. Walters
Mary and Susan L. Waltz
Ronald E. Weaver
Dan M. and Tony C. Weeks
Shawn Weimer
David and Helen Wesser
Heleen A. and James K. West
Wayne West
Westside Vineyards, LLC
Carrie J. and Richard W. Wewil
Whalen Insurance &
Financial Services
Mary Lou White
Nathanial B. and Stacey L. White
Duane N. and Patricia V. Wickstrom
Susan R. and William L. Wiener
Leonard D. Willkins
William Roberts Insurance Services
Benjamin A. and
Kathleen L. Williams
Nathanial J. Williams
Malcolm W. and Lora D. Wilson
Richard W. and Donna Wilson
Chuck Winkle
Winter and Associates LLC
Pamela A. Winterberg
Marshall R. Wix
Larry H. Woodcox
Maryland DPM DC
Carolyn and Larry H. Woodcox
T.W. Woods
Robert E. and Kathleen M. Wulf
Debra and Ronald H. York
Michael J. and Tina Young
David S. and Carol Zarek
Paul J. Zingg and
Cardace Slater Zingg
ON NANCY BELL'S OFFICE WALL hangs a quote by Aristotle that is the basis of her lifelong quest to understand how we process spoken and written information: "It is impossible even to think without a mental picture."

Recognized internationally for pioneering research on the relationship between mental imagery and the acquisition of language and literacy skills, Bell began her career with an undergraduate degree in elementary education from Cal Poly, followed by a master's degree in education in 1981. A research project with Pat Lindamood to study the relationship between phonemic (or speech and sound) awareness and reading and spelling skills led to the lifelong association and business partnership of Lindamood-Bell Learning Processes. Based in San Luis Obispo, the organization has more than 40 learning centers in the United States and England.

In the early 1980s, while working with a Cal Poly undergraduate who was unable to learn to spell and had severe reading disabilities, Bell was astonished to discover that the student was nevertheless able to give a detailed summary of a story. When pressed, he told her, "I just make movies when I read."

That remark ultimately ignited a passion in Bell, who wanted to understand "the sensory processing underlying written and oral-language comprehension." As Albert Einstein explained, "If I can't picture it, I can't understand it."

Bell's research explored how individuals with specific language-processing problems use imagery and sensory systems in different ways along a spectrum from dyslexia to hyperlexia and autism. Her success results from matching specific deficiencies in reading or comprehension to a structured sequence of exercises integrating imagery and language.

As her organization has grown, Bell has been able to expand her research, working with Georgetown University, for example, on a study of adults with dyslexia whose brain function had undergone statistically significant changes after Lindamood-Bell interventions.

"WE CHANGE LIVES. WE TEACH CHILDREN CRUCIAL SKILLS AND ABILITIES THAT ALTER THE WAY THEY ENGAGE WITH THE WORLD FOR THE REST OF THEIR LIVES."

She has also partnered with public schools in predominately underprivileged and under-represented areas. Ten years ago, District 60 in Pueblo, Colo., had some of the lowest test scores in the state. After several years of intensive collaboration with Bell, the district is now a nationally acclaimed model for student achievement.

In her quest to make a difference, Bell has embarked on an ambitious project to increase global literacy. She is currently recruiting a Literacy Corps, modeled on the Peace Corps, to take her program to schools across the country, and eventually the globe. In the words of one Literacy Corps member, "We change lives. We teach children crucial skills and abilities that alter the way they engage with the world for the rest of their lives."
SINCE OPENING A DECADE AGO, the Performing Arts Center San Luis Obispo on the Cal Poly campus has staged nearly 1,500 public events, welcomed more than one million patrons, and sold in excess of $20 million in tickets.

It's also seen a truly remarkable succession of dynamic performances and cultural events, emerging as the region's premier venue for music, theater and dance productions.

"The 10-year partnership between Cal Poly, the city of San Luis Obispo and the greater arts community, through the Foundation for the Performing Arts Center, has been a magnificent success," said Cal Poly President Warren J. Baker. A recent survey showed that one-third of county residents attended center performances in a 12-month period!

The center also serves as a public venue for many community functions, from student performances and graduation ceremonies to public interest forums. "The Christopher Cohan Center is a monument to the vision, leadership and hard work of many people. It is a source of pride for all of us. We look forward to another decade of rich cultural opportunities for the campus and the community," Baker added.

Having opened in November 1996, "The PAC," as it's known affectionately to locals, includes the newly renovated, 497-seat Alex and Faye Spanos Theatre (formerly the Cal Poly Theatre) and the spectacular Christopher Cohan Center. The latter consists of Harman Hall, a 1,282-seat concert hall; the Pavilion, a multi-purpose venue; and Philips Hall, a 170-seat recital and lecture hall.
Each year, the PAC hosts a full slate of big-name entertainers. Pop stars Emmylou Harris, Judy Collins, and Kenny Loggins have performed there, as have comedians Jay Leno, Bill Maher and Lewis Black.

Cutting-edge dance troupes such as the Alvin Ailey Dance American Theatre, the Paul Taylor Dance Company and MOMIX; jazz greats David Sanborn, George Winston and Wynton Marsalis; international acts such as the Chieftains and Gaelic Storm; and classical troupes including the Russian National Orchestra – all have appeared at the PAC in the past decade.

The center also hosts performances by local organizations such as the San Luis Obispo Symphony, San Luis Obispo Civic Ballet, the Mozart Festival, and the Vocal Arts Ensemble. The Mozart Festival, held each July, offers a series of concerts over several weeks, featuring professional musicians from across the nation.

Sounding a theme heard commonly on the Central Coast, Cal Poly Arts season ticket subscriber Mitch Wolf described the PAC as an extraordinary cultural asset. “We are able to see world-class artists in our own town,” he said.

His wife, Marianne, added, “Not to mention Broadway touring shows like ‘Show Boat’ and ‘Stomp!’ And all that happened in just one season. You ordinarily don’t see those kinds of acts outside large cities.”

To mark its 10th anniversary, the PAC was the site of a five-hour gala August 26. Performers included the Original Drifters, Lavay Smith and Her Red Hot Skillet Lickers, the Oakland Interfaith Gospel Choir, Jill Knight, Dale Gonyea, the Sugar Daddy Swing Kings, Louie Ortega & the Wild Jalapeños, Oasis, Viper Six, and the JD Project. A week’s worth of related programming took place September 23 through October 1.

“Our goal was to recapture the magic and good vibes felt by all in 1996, and at the same time to celebrate the collaborative spirit that has sustained the center and nurtured the artists who have performed here since,” explained Ron Regier, who
has managed the PAC for 10 years.

In late June 1996, the Foundation for the Performing Arts Center staged a Hard Hat Ball to introduce the center to the community. That was followed in the Fall by Overture to an Opening, a 10-day festival of events held to celebrate the center’s inauguration.

"The summer was a blur, but the hard work paid off and the center's opening was a spectacular success," recalled Regier.

The most significant recent project was the installation of a magnificent Fisk pipe organ, which arrived in pieces from Gloucester, Mass. The installation process took most of the summer, and the tuning process will last almost a year, according to Regier.

"A year-long anniversary celebration is under way," he says. "Through the 2006-07 season other special events will help everyone remember that it's a year to celebrate and understand that these 10 years represent a good start toward a lifetime of service to the arts and to the greater San Luis Obispo community."

For the latest news on PAC listings and events, visit the Cal Poly News Events Web page at www.calpolynews.calpoly.edu/eventsindex.html or Cal Poly Arts' Web site at www.calpolyarts.org. The PAC Web site also offers online ticketing and a calendar of performances at www.pacslo.org.
THE BARD’S MUSEUM IT’S NOT

BY ADAM JARMAN
DON'T EXPECT VELVET ROPES. This museum isn't just for show.

The Shakespeare Press Museum, inconspicuously tucked down one of the campus's less-traveled corridors, is a collection of antique printing equipment that actively keeps alive the artful past of ink on paper.

Although managed by the Graphic Communication Department, it's a place without computers and state-of-the-art digital presses. Here, every letter of every word is hand selected, painstakingly placed and printed, much as it was in Gutenberg's time.

The museum is a repository for old – but not obsolete – equipment. It is a studio for students interested in antiquarian printing and a portal to a time when mass communication did not require electricity.

Museum faculty advisor Tom Goglio describes it as "a technical, cultural museum, a collection of industrial anthropology." In keeping with Cal Poly's polytechnic commitment, he says, the museum links today's computerization with printing's manual ancestry. Many of today's methods, he explains, are "just glitzier applications of these old technologies."

True, says Harvey Levenson, department head of the Graphic Communication Department, which is celebrating its 60th anniversary this year. "There is nothing more important for the students to understand than the industry's roots. It has evolved from the craft of yesteryear to the science of today."

While most of the Graphic Communication Department's labs focus on the science of printing and publishing, the museum is about the craft. It contains dozens of pieces of Gold Rush-era equipment along with a vast holding of type – individual letters cast in lead or carved out of wood.

Reflecting an international revival of printing as a handmade craft, the Friends of the Shakespeare Press Museum is a small but dedicated club that revels in the history of the presses. Through public tours, members share the historic importance of print and the technologies employed by our predecessors. In addition to their interpretive mission, the students and community groups use the presses to produce everything from holiday cards and invitations to small books. Sometimes the printing is done on paper made by hand right in the museum. "This is a working museum," Goglio notes.

Students regularly use one of the museum's most legendary presses, which printed a San Francisco-area newspaper the day of the April 18, 1906, San Francisco earthquake and fire. "It's the traditional way of doing things," explains Carol Pan, student curator of the museum. She says work in the museum is about the process as much as the finished product. Toiling with and alongside equipment that has been in use for more than 100 years, she adds, is nothing short of amazing.

Much of the collection is extremely rare, points out Mark Barbour (GrC '88), executive director and curator of the International Printing Museum near Los Angeles and a former student-curator of the Shakespeare Press Museum. Some pieces are among just three or four examples in the world, he says.

"From Gutenberg going forward, every major step in our civilization correlates to the advance of printing and communication," Barbour says. "The Shakespeare Press Museum points to the importance of printing in our society."

Nearly 20 years after he left Cal Poly, affection for the collection is still evident in his voice: "It's an absolutely fantastic gem."
LOOKING TO BEAT THE CROWDS for the best bargains on Black Friday, the infamous first shopping day after Thanksgiving?

Thanks to Cal Poly students, you could sleep overnight at the head of the line in a shopping cart that converts into a cozy one-person tent.

Awaking refreshed and ready to shop, you could then convert the tent back into a shopping cart, avoiding the mad grab for store carts.

Innovative – and sometimes quirky – designs like this one are part of the College of Architecture and Environmental Design's annual Design Village competition, which pits teams of architecture, construction management and engineering students from universities across the West against one another.

The event challenges student teams to design livable structures that will actually serve as a temporary shelter for team members during Cal Poly’s annual Open House weekend each April.

The 2006 theme, “Go Convertible: The essence of switch-rich architecture,” celebrated changeable, movable and interactive designs.

Sustainability criteria further challenged the 52 teams to consider the environmental elements of Poly Canyon – sun, wind, rain and topography – when creating their structures.

Conceived by two Cal Poly architecture students in 1974 as an event in which students leave their everyday creature comforts behind to share their housing with real creatures that inhabit the canyon, Design Village has blossomed into a national event.
RECIPE FOR FISH: TAKE ONE BEAD-HEAD PHEASANT TAIL NYMPH...

GIVE A MAN A FISH, and he's got dinner. Teach a man to fish, which is what Mark Shelton does. Shelton, the associate dean of the College of Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences since 1997, is an expert fly fisherman.

Fly fishing is the sport of casting an often elaborately made "fly" - feathers, strings, knots and other things made to look like a bug. The kind of bug that - dancing across the water in a mountain stream or lake - would make a fish bite.

Shelton has fished his way through crystal streams in Oregon, Washington, Montana, Canada and Alaska - sometimes back-packing in, sometimes horse-packing in. He's been up and down California's Sierras, and as far afield as Ireland and New Zealand.

Trying to snag brown trout in the waters of New Zealand has been the toughest so far. "We got no fish, three days in a row," Shelton recalls.

This, despite the fact that Shelton's college studies give him an edge in the fly fishing world. Shelton holds three degrees in entomology, the study of insects. He's also a certified entomologist, an expert in bugs.

"I do think it helps," Shelton said of his entomology training. "Particularly when I'm in a new area, I turn over rocks to see what's under there, I check the spider webs for insects. I try to find out what the fish are feeding on and then cast accordingly."

His studies in entomology have also provided him with a good memory for what insects are likely to be feeding fish in which geographic region.

Shelton's background originally gave him a flair for fly tying, too. For each simulated bait bug, there's a "recipe." Tying the ingredients together to form a faux-bug can take anywhere from five minutes to over an hour. Though he's still an avid fisherman, Shelton stopped tying his own flies about 15 years ago - the same time high-quality, low-priced, handmade flies started showing up on the Internet.

It's the fishing, not the tying, that's Shelton's passion. He now teaches fly fishing courses through Cal Poly Continuing Education. A special private lesson he offered as an item for a charity auction recently went for $150.

He was a bit bemused by the bid but is perfectly happy to spread the love of the sport.

"I've been fly fishing since I was 14. I grew up in Modesto and started out fishing for bluegill and bass on the Tuolumne River. It's just very peaceful. They call it 'the quiet sport,'" Shelton explained.

"When you're fly fishing, it puts you in beautiful spots. You're out in the middle of nature, far away from most everything, in very pristine areas. It's very tranquil," he said.

But make no mistake. Fly fishing isn't just about being out in the wilderness, in the middle of a mountain stream, surrounded by clean air, meadow and forest and nothing but the sound of the rushing water. It also has to include catching a fish.

"It's about the fish," Shelton said with a smile.

If he could only have one fly, what would it be?

"The bead-head pheasant tail nymph," he explained. "It's a good mayfly imitation."

ALUMNI FORTUNATE ENOUGH to have studied under Robert Reynolds and James Hayes already know the emeritus professors as genuine masters in their respective fields of fine art and journalism.

Now the rest of the nation can glimpse the work of these singular talents together in “The Art of Robert Reynolds: Quiet Journey,” a 176-page hardbound book published in October. The collaborative effort showcases 178 paintings of the Central Coast and the California Sierras, alongside written musings by both Hayes and the artist. Shirley Howell (JOUR ’80), who studied under Reynolds, helped design the book.

Spanning 35 years, the watercolor and acrylic works, with occasional renderings in charcoal and graphite, reflect Reynolds’ uncanny eye for detail, and his lasting affinity for rural landscapes.

“His paintings are of places that one longs to experience - to touch, to smell, to feel,” explains Eileen Hultin, a San Francisco arts patron and Stanford art history graduate who wrote the foreword to the book.

Hayes said he welcomed the opportunity to work with his friend of three decades. “Robert is a grassroots representational artist,” he said. “He is a painstaking craftsman who has mastered his tools so well that his most carefully designed works give the illusion of being offhand.”

Reynolds, a Central Coast native and San Luis Obispo resident, taught at Cal Poly for 35 years. A former chairman of the Art and Design Department, he is a past recipient of both the Distinguished Teaching Award and the President’s Arts Award. He continues to lead painting workshops in the Sierra Nevada and on the Central Coast.

In addition to winning numerous awards, Reynolds’ paintings have been published in art books and national periodicals. His “Vineyard Radiance II,” for example, graces the cover of this year’s installment of “Splash,” the prestigious biennial review of contemporary watercolor painting. Four other Reynolds works appeared in previous editions of “Splash.” A selection of his paintings, which are popular with collectors nationwide and abroad, can be viewed on his Web site, www.robertreynoldsart.com.

Hayes became a newspaperman after serving in the Navy in the South Pacific during World War II. Over the course of a 40-year career, he served as both a newspaper writer and editor and taught at universities in four states and Egypt. For the last 20 years he has been a consultant, coaching writing and editing at government agencies and in the private sector, including the Associated Press and the Los Angeles Times. He’s now concentrating on his memoirs and short-story writing at his Los Osos home overlooking Morro Bay. Former students can catch up with him through his Web site at www.writeasy.com.

“The Art of Robert Reynolds: Quiet Journey” is available at Cal Poly’s El Corral Bookstore and at Cal Poly Downtown in San Luis Obispo. Copies also can be ordered via phone at (805) 756-1161 or online at www.elcorralbookstore.com/books. The cost is $79. Most of the sales proceeds will benefit the Cal Poly Alumni Association.
GENIAL, ECLECTIC AND PROLIFIC—each describes Cal Poly’s new provost and vice president for academic affairs, William “Bill” Durgin, whose personal philosophy is “to work hard and play hard.”

Durgin arrived at Cal Poly in August from Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) in Worcester, where he was most recently the associate provost for academic affairs and vice president for research. He succeeds Robert Detweiler, who served as interim provost and vice president for academic affairs at Cal Poly for more than two years.

Having earned his doctorate in mechanical engineering from Brown University, Durgin began his career as an assistant professor of engineering science and mechanics at the University of Florida in 1970 before being named a senior research engineer and assistant professor of mechanical engineering at WPI the following year.

He went on to serve in numerous capacities for WPI, including director of the Advanced Space Design Program, head of the Mechanical Engineering Department and dean of undergraduate and graduate studies.

Among his achievements, honors and distinctions, Durgin established WPI’s Aerospace Engineering Program and played a central role in establishing programs in biomedical engineering, manufacturing engineering and industrial engineering. In 1992 he was awarded a NASA Significant Achievement Award, and from 1993-2002 he served as the G. Merriam Professor of Mechanical Engineering.

He says he remains committed to learning and discovery as core university values, and accordingly has maintained his teaching and research programs throughout his career as an administrator.

The Massachusetts native, with an easy smile and distinct Northeastern accent, enjoys flying, hiking, skiing, and sailing. He’s also partial to Renaissance art, spy mysteries, and the movie “My Cousin Vinny.” “It’s terribly enjoyable,” he says. Frostbite sailing is one passion he will not be able to pursue along the Central Coast.

Durgin strives to incorporate the insights he’s gained through his various interests into his work. “I love flying and I’ve been able to apply a lot of what I’ve learned as a pilot to how I operate in the office,” he says. “Good pilots need to be highly organized, have good time-management skills, and be able to effectively communicate needs and expectations. I try to do all of those things every day.”

He also prides himself on his ability to foster productive, collegial work environments. “I enjoy working with faculty and staff to help them succeed and encouraging them to take charge whenever appropriate. I think managing by empowering is important in enabling good people to do their best work.”

The new provost says he and his wife, Kathy, are excited about their new hometown. “We’re eager to get to know as many people as possible both on campus and in the community.”
A TRIO OF EUROPEAN EXCURSIONS ON TAP

HAVE A SOFT SPOT for the Old Continent? The Cal Poly Alumni Association (CPAA) has an itinerary just for you.

Open to all alumni, parents and friends, the CPAA travel program is offering three trips to Europe next year.

The spring trip to Spain will feature tours of Barcelona, the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, and the charming coastal town of San Sebastian. The dates are April 27 through May 8.

The summer trip will be a cruise of the Mediterranean and Aegean seas on a six-star yacht. Participants will visit Nauplion, Santorini and Mykonos, Greece; Kusadasi, Turkey; and Sorrento, Italy, before disembarking in Civitavecchia, the port serving Rome. The dates are June 12 through June 20.

The fall trip will feature tours of Northern Italy’s beautiful Lake district, with stays and cruises on Lake Como and Lake Maggiore, and tours of Renaissance towns and villas. The dates are September 25 through October 3.

All packages offer unique learning opportunities and excellent accommodations at reasonable prices.

To be placed on the CPAA travel mailing list, contact Rosey Parks, Alumni Relations associate director, at (805) 756-5747 or rparks@calpoly.edu. For more information, visit the CPAA Web site travel page at http://alumni.calpoly.edu/events/travel.asp.
PROMPTED BY REQUESTS from recent graduates, Cal Poly plans to launch a free online community for alumni in the coming year.

The exclusive Web site will offer professional networking opportunities and enable alumni to share photos and otherwise reconnect with old friends. The site will also help pair recent graduates with mentors in their chosen fields.

"This is something our young alumni have really been asking for, but they had to explain to me what it was," joked Cal Poly Vice President for University Advancement Sandra Ogren.

Harvard, Stanford, Caltech, MIT, Duke, UC Berkeley and UC Davis are among the universities that offer online communities. Unlike commercially hosted Web sites, access to these and similar university social networks is strictly limited to alumni.

Cal Poly's online community will be open to all alumni, regardless of their membership status with the Cal Poly Alumni Association. Users also will be able to register for events, both on campus and off, receive university news based on personal interests, and automatically notify friends of address or personal updates.

"We envision Cal Poly's online community as a safe place to find old friends and classmates, and a place for our established alumni to find their next new hire," said Cal Poly Alumni Director Kim Gannon.

Details on the launch will be available in the coming months.
HOW DO CAL POLY MBA STUDENTS prepare for careers at Fortune 500 companies? They eat fortune cookies, of course.

Actually, they embark on a whirlwind tour of five cities in the People’s Republic of China to learn about the global economy firsthand.

As part of the university’s 10-month MBA and M.S. program in industrial technology, a group of 31 students and two faculty members trekked through Shenzhen, Shanghai, Hangzhou, Suzhou and Beijing, visiting executive conference rooms, factories, industrial parks, port facilities, local markets, multinational firms, universities and government agencies. Students agreed the 18-day trip invaluably enhanced both their professional prospects and their personal worldviews.

MBA candidate Dan Beaton said the most important thing he learned is that the United States is not the center of the world. “That changed me as a person,” he admits.

To prepare for the trip, students buried themselves in books for nearly six months. They also attended travel information sessions and lectures by academic scholars and industry representatives with experience in Asia.

Chris Carr, associate dean of graduate programs in the Orfalea College of Business, organized and led the tour with the help of Cal State Monterey Bay Professor John Wu.

Carr says many of the firms that hire Cal Poly graduate students will require business travel to Asia. “It’s critical to
expose our students to China from the ground up so that they know what to expect when dealing in Asian markets."

Zhang Lipin, general manager of Shenzhen NewlyEverRise Electronics, said having Cal Poly graduate business students visit was a wonderful experience for his firm and its managers. "We were able to learn more about the Western market and way of thinking through the eyes, ears and questions of these young Americans," said Zhang.

Leonard Ng, managing director of CB Richard Ellis in Shanghai, said: "Overseas excursions such as the one that these Cal Poly students have completed are, if anything, understated experiences, and the more we engage in activities like this the more we become truly understanding of one another and other cultures."

MBA candidate David Lotierzo said the pace of development in China was striking. "I am still trying to get my head around the astounding scale and scope of growth in the country," he said. "I was struck by how quickly and effectively the Chinese have embraced the free-market system since economic reforms began under Deng Xiaoping."

To read about the students' on-the-road impressions, experiences and some of the lessons learned, visit www.calpolymbatrip.com.

For more information about hosting a visit or event in China for next year's Cal Poly MBA class, contact Carr at ccarr@calpoly.edu.
MARRIED COUPLES ARE A DISTINCT RARITY when it comes to faculty hires for a particular academic department. Yet two husband-and-wife teams are among the seven new tenure-track physicists on campus this fall.

More than a statistical anomaly, the couples represent the Physics Department’s elegant solution to the “two-body” or “trailing-spouse” problem, says Phil Bailey, dean of the College of Science and Mathematics. Well-known terms in academe, they refer to the dilemma faced by couples when one receives a job offer but the other is unable to find suitable work nearby.

In general, the high cost of living and distance from a metro area’s job opportunities can put Cal Poly at a disadvantage in attracting highly qualified faculty. The problem is compounded when both spouses work, as is increasingly the case nationwide.

Jennifer Klay and Tom Gutierrez are among this year’s new physicists. The couple left Berkeley for Cal Poly this summer—a move that would have been impossible had the Physics Department not offered them both jobs. “We simply wouldn’t have been able to come,” says Klay.

By hiring couples, the campus is in effect creating a double advantage from the two-body problem, according to Mike Suess, associate vice president of academic personnel.

“We must also be cognizant of our commitment to equal opportunity,” he says. “The tenured faculty members of hiring departments have to endorse the appointment of new faculty, so it’s not automatic.”

More than one opening in the Physics Department was the magnetic force for Kat and Glen Gillen. The couple applied at the same time, then waited for separate job offers before packing their bags in Ohio and moving to Los Osos.

The Statistics Department knows firsthand about the challenges posed by the two-body problem. This year, six faculty candidates rejected employment offers in Statistics. One reason: Spouses or mates of prospective hires couldn’t find “gainful employment.”

Attitudes and rules about faculty couples have changed over the years. When Dean Phil Bailey arrived at Cal Poly 38 years ago, campus policies prevented his wife, Christina, from teaching on campus. Now, she’s the chair of the Chemistry and Biochemistry Department, and the Baileys are one of many faculty couples. In fact, more than eight tenure-track faculty couples are employed in the college, and more than a dozen other tenure-track faculty have spouses in full-time staff or part-time faculty positions around campus.

The hiring of two married couples in a single recruitment is unique for any department, but it’s especially noteworthy in Physics, given a recent study by the U.S. Department of Energy, which operates the nation’s national laboratories and nuclear weapons complex.

The report urges universities and national laboratories to capitalize on two-body opportunities. It appears Cal Poly has done just that.
IT'S ALL ABOUT STYLE for two Cal Poly graduates.

One takes exquisite photographs, the other uses them to design elegant printed materials.

In fact, the collaboration between Chris Leschinsky (ART '95) and Bryan Bremer (GRC '02) is largely responsible for the new look of Cal Poly Magazine.

They also share a more personal bond: Both are addicted to the thrill of riding waves up and down the Central Coast.

"I've been a dedicated surfer since age 14, which is why the subject shows up so frequently in my work," says Leschinsky, who has worked as a commercial photographer in the area since 2000.

You can see examples of his work in this and previous issues of Cal Poly Magazine (www.calpolynews.calpoly.edu/magazinelindex.html), as well as on his Web site, www.chrisleschinsky.com.

After earning his degree, the Sonoma native spent four years assisting a major fashion and lifestyle photographer in San Francisco before returning to San Luis Obispo to strike out on his own.

As word of his prowess with both digital and medium-format film cameras has spread, Leschinsky has seen demand for his services skyrocket, and not just on the Central Coast.

The 36-year-old recently served as the official still photographer for the Independent Film Channel program "Dinner For Five" for nearly three years, snapping shots of showbiz types such as Alec Baldwin and Burt Reynolds.

For his part, Bremer has quietly established his bona fides as a senior designer at Kraftwerk Design, a high-end design firm in San Luis Obispo. The Central Coast native has been working there full time since January 2003, having joined the firm as a part-timer a year before.

In addition to the magazine you now hold in your hands, his design work includes issues of Green Car Journal, numerous wine labels and product packages for the Central Coast's booming wine industry. You can view more samples of his work at www.kraftwerkdesign.com.

"On a very basic level Chris and I understand how affecting imagery can be, particularly when it's presented in the proper context. I think that's one reason we work so well together. The surfing connection probably doesn't hurt either," he says.
This is often a popular time of year to reflect on your charitable priorities. As you think about your giving, consider your:

1 Tax benefits
In addition to knowing you are helping continue our legacy of excellence, you can usually enjoy a tax deduction for 2006 if you give by year end.

2 Appreciated assets
By making a gift of stocks, real estate or other appreciated assets, you may be able to take advantage of your gift's full fair market value without paying capital gains.

3 Income for life
A planned gift can allow you to establish a gift arrangement now, obtain current tax benefits, create a stream of income, and provide a future gift to Cal Poly.

4 IRA funds
A new law may allow you, if you are 70-1/2 or older, to transfer up to $100,000 from an IRA to Cal Poly without paying additional income tax.

Cal Poly can work with you and your advisors to develop a plan that matches your charitable priorities and your current circumstances. Any gift you make can benefit the program or department of your choice.

For more information about these giving options, or about planning a bequest to benefit Cal Poly, contact:

Planned Giving and Endowments
Heron Hall, Building 117
Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407-0444
Phone: (805) 756-7125
Toll Free: (800) 549-2666
Fax: (805) 756-2711
E-mail: taxwise-gifts@calpoly.edu
Web site: www.giving.calpoly.edu
Parents, please note: If your son or daughter is no longer at this address, please send his or her current address to alumni-info@calpoly.edu.